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Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
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GERSTER.
M. STRAKOSC^I takes great pleasure in announcing too the public of Portland and vicinity that he
ha< succeeded in making arrangements for the first
appearance in Am- rica ounce her return from Europe) of the Celebrated Cantatrice,

privileg

IS A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

to

<

For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.
A sure and speedy cure for Soro
Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,

Cholera, Summer Complaint, Siolt
Headache,Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
BrHises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.
Perfectly cafe to use internally or externally,nnH
certain to afford relief. No family ran aflbrd to
be without it Sold by all druggists at 35c.,

60c., end St a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,

Providence,

_
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“CHEST

most brilIn order to make this entertainment
liant and ra i~d of the season, the following distin
to
gnish*-d *rtie«ts have been engaged support M.V1E.
GERSTER:—Sig. PMUGINI, Tenor, and Mr. GEO.
$WF ET. Baritone; a so the Famous Violin Virtuoso
Mm< CAM11J A UKS»»: Mr. KLl’MENBURG, Violoncello; Music Idrector, Sig. DE NOV ELLIS.
Ticket* $t.00 and $i.o(U a-cording to location.
For sab a: S'ochbri ge’s Music Store. Hal! fare on
novl5 dlw
Meine C ntiai Railroad.
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FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Or sei.t by mail, post-paid, on receipt of StS.UO.
FULL TREATISE SENT FREE.

HOLMAN PAD CO.,

744 Broadway, N. Y
Consultation Free.
Dr. Holmajst attends daily.

(P. 0.

Box

2112)
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Silver Streets.)

and Evening.

ruoon

Sknti g surface 3 50fr. long, 40 ft. wide. Waiting rr* n s, Coat rooms, &c.—heated by steam.
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SALE

One cf the

sioiioii. nov. at.

H. I. Nelson &

novlBdlw

Bwerrod Seats. 7r, rnirt $1 00.

caaouable Pleasures
Of life a properly cooked meal, -fford-little or no
presentenjoyment and much suDsequent tortur to a
confirmed dyspeptic. But when chron c indigestion
is v5*>M;batt^ with Hostetter’s S omacli Hitters, the
food is eaten with relish, and most import-nt of all,
is assimilated by and nourishes the >-y>-tem*
Use

Co.,
STORE.

GOODS

DRY

AND

FANCY

this g and tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation biliousn ss. rheum itism, fever and ague,
for sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
nov3
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Fine N. Y. Boots fer Lad es’ wear. Sold only
at Sign of the Gold Boot,

MR. & MRS. GEO. S. KNIGHT
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SHAG BtRKS,
Shaker Apple Malice,
Vermont Cider Jelly,
Atmore’s Minee Meat,
“
PlumPuddiug,

1 8 111 N G

N'

&c.,

UENDROCK,
POWDER,

LOADING

F—the proper

3 Free 81.

wear.

Cloth Top Congress
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Children and Misses’
School Boots,
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Little’s,

Finest Photographic Display ever exhibited in New England, including many
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Congress St.,
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Come One!
nov4
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THEBANNER
OF VICTORY

This
title belo- gs to a new SnNG BOOK
for SHND \Y SCHOOLS, j -st out. It is by Abbey
A- vintager, who made a decided i.uccess* in their
list book, “White K»*be»,” and who, iu this now
compilation, furni ii a number ot the swertest melodies ever placed in a collection of the kind.
180
p<ges, ami ab ut as many songs, many of tbein
adap ed to the Prayer Meeting, ms wcil'as in the
Sunday School. «*i*ice 35 ct».

inspiring

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

novi-2
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THE FIRST PRIZE JkT WINE STATE FAIR,
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Sale Wholesale and Retail,

c. E. JOSE & co.

oclO

desired

nothing whatever
signal office, and has no fa
vorite lieutenants for the signal service. He
also expresses the opinion that the signal
He says he has

to do with the

service is of no benefit whatever to the army
and that it should be divorced from it.
The Republicans will have a clear majori.
ty in the comiug House, notwithstanding the
loss of one member from New York. One
hundred and forty-eight straight Republicans were elected on November 2, and in the
same month one of that number, Evarts W.
Parr, of New Hampshire, died, and the vacancy thus created most of the almanac
makers failed to take account of. Since then
a Republican was elected in his
place, so
that even with Astor’s defeat, the Republi-

still number 147,

or

just

a

majority.

The Iowa legislature will elect two United
States Scnatois this winter, one to fill Mr.
Kirkwood’s utiexpired term in which Mr.
McDill is now serving by appointment of
the Governor, and the other for the term bet
ginning in 1883. Mr. McDill is expected
be chose- for the short term, uuless Mr.
Kirkwood should desire to be re-elected, and
James F. Wilson will undoubtedly be elected
term.

in Ma-

profess to see nothing
Virginia but repudiation,
victory
aud are grieved accordingly, but the Richmond organ of the Virginia bourbons, which
ought to know something about it, says that

dtf

in

It says the
view of the case is all wrong.
victory was that of the Republicau party aud
the negroes, not of the readjusters, and that
those who voted for the successful candidates cared in general, nothing for the debt
A Democratic paper having remarked

This splendid new collection of the best Sacred
SoDgs of the day, will be a most valuable addition
to our 1 braries, and is full of gems
Among the authors we notice the names of
Gounod, Sullivan, Marzials, Abt. Thomas, Smart
and Pinsuti, and there are more than 30 others of
good repute. Gounod’s “Green Hill far away;”
Faure’s “Palm Branches;” and Ab’s “Above the
Stars.” indicate the high character of the compositions, which are 58 in number.
Price §'4.00 Boards; $‘4.50 Cloth.

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvaid Burners.

beauti'ul Display of Photograph*

Sherman

question.

SACRED SONG.

Co.,

W. M. MAXIM & CO.,

fine

Cougress, organizing

each year to be second lieutenants. It seems
that a controversy arose between the Secretary of War and General Hazen, chief of the

that
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for the full
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Some papers
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PARK ROW.

Star

were

The six healthiest cities of the United
States are said to be in the order following:

Kuoxville, New Haven, Portland, San F'rancisco, Cleveland, aud Lawrence. The unhealthiest are Charleston, Memphis, LynnNew York and St. Louis. St. Petersburg is
the unhealthiest city in the world, and is
followed by Malaga, Alexandria, Warsaw,
and Buda Pesth. In New Yor k the deaths
exceed the births by a thousand a month, or
12,000
The

a

year.
game of billiards is likely to
check iu Indiana from the recent

popular

decision of the
IOBX

contractors

Republican treasury.”

a
Sliff

Route

the Republicontribute to
Cincinnati
cau campaign funds in 1880, the
Commercial says that ‘‘it is painful, bu
is
necessary, to say that in high quarters it
believed that the Sta" route people paid
more money into the Democratic than the
to

receive

Advertisements written Appropriately displayed
anil proof, given, free ofo *
The leading I >iuly and
ekly Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on tile tor the accom-

modation of Advertisers.

the

made

s-ttu&thAwtf

A routs,

York

contends mat

Tribune

out

by twenty

votes.

On the subject of free trade, the Augusta,
Ga., Chronicle declares “we can safely say
that since manufacturing began to revive in
this section, there has been a hostility to free
trade or its simulacrum developed to a remarkable degree.”
Since Noah locked the door of the Ark,
the New York Democratic leaders are, the
Albany Journal thinks, the most disappointed men

have been on the face of the

that

earth.
_

_

Letters have been received from every
State and Territory in this country, Europe,
Asia, Africa, South America and the Isles of
the Pacific, requesting a relic of the Garfield
funeral of some kind.
The Worcester
of Maine

might

Spy

thinks that Mr. Reed

Speaker of

be elected

the

House if New England Republican members
would unite on him. Kasgon, it thinks, has
the best prospect now, with Mr. Reed next.
The identi y of Esposito has been so clearly established that his counsel have admitted
it in their petition, and the New Orleans

Democrat says he has admitted it in a letter
to the mother of his child in that city.
In the year ending October 31, the „New
York elevated railroads, with 3,410 operatives, 203 engines, 612 cars, 162 stations and
32 miles "of

track, carried 75,575,245 passen$5,279,536.

“The Thane of Petersburg has it all,” is
the way the Richmond State puts it, “and is
Governor of Virginia as well as Senator of
the United States.”
of Nevada for the first
1881 was $1,000,000 less than
for the first six months of 1880. For the
1881 period the yield was $4,542,507.67.
The bullion

yield

a

Supreme Court of

that

State,

where the
which declares that any saloon
loser pays for the game shall ba deemed a
gambling-house and its proprietor liable to
prosecution and punishment
against gambling.

under the laws

piece and may be plain gold or a valaaDie
New scarf pins have an animal’s bead,
of Labrador spar, or else of gold with
jewelled eyes. The plaque pins are still worn.
The handsomest dress socks are of black silk
wrought with black dots on the instep; these
are not the spun silk which is
made of cardings. but are of Italian silk of long threads;
other black silk dress socks have small figures
embroidered on them in gav colors
Orab,
mode and tan colored socks are also fashionable in solid colors and in narrow stripes around
the foot; very deep garnet or dark blue that is
almost black is chosen in preference to brighter colors for the ribbed silk socks that ladles
Most luxurinow knit as gifts to gentlemen.
ous socks of camel’s-bair aie imported in drab
and fawn colors, with white silk heels and
toes.
Balbriggans are shown in all the stylish
plain colors in narrow stripes.
Silk handkerchiefs to be thrust in the overcoat breast pocket are of dark blue or red, with
broad hem regularly hem-stitched. There are
also new pocket handkerchiefs with ombre
silk centre, and the hem in contrasting color
dotted with white. The Japanese blue silk
handkerchiefs with quaint white figures are
still stylish, and others ol pongee are of pale
blue, scarlet or white. White linen or French
cambric handkershiefs have narrow colored
hems, hem-stitcbed or else are entirely white,
with similar finish. New mufflers are of dark
ombre satin with small brocaded figures or else
of twilled Surah with light-colored centres and
gav borders.
Tj rol gloves of the fine thick skins of the
Tyro) goat are now as popnlar with gentlemen
as with
ladies; they are worn in two-button
lengths, and are lightly embroidered on the
back in the natural buff shades of the Nkin.
Tan colored kid gloves are the fashionable
choice for walking and driving, and these have
wide embroidery on the back in contrast or in
self-colors, and are fastened by two buttons.
Men ol fashiou are now very independent
about their gloves, wearing them only when
walking or driving, omitting them in the
house when paying visiting and on dress occasions, where they are more often carried in
the hands than worn upon them.
Fashiouable shoes for the street are easyant

stone.

perhaps

fittino,

hurtnnftrl. trailers

.it

naif-skin,

with

double soles, low heels aud medium pointed
toes; sharply pointed toes are not liked by meu
Cloth
of taste, and are also uncomfortable
uppers are liked for dress shoes, but not for
are
in
as
street wear
easily
Winter,
they
stained by mud; and they do not wear well at
any season of the year, because they are apt to
be injured by the blacking used on the leather
Dress gaiters are of patent-leathnext them.
er, aud some have cloth or satin Franyais tops.
PumDS have to be worn too short for the feet
to be'comfortable, and do not remain popular
on that account.
The black silk dress hats worn this Winter
have crowDS of decided bell shape (rom six to
six and a quarter inches deep, with the brim
very mnch rolled ou the sides, and measuring
from one and five-eighths to one aud seveneighths inches in width. The binding aud
baud are heavily repped, and there is a very
Price 88.
small black buckle on the band
Opera hats made to crash fiat have broad brim
and D’Orsay eurve, and are shown in silk,
satin er merino, costing from 88 to 812. Undress hats for business and general wear are
stiff round-crowned Derbys, with broader
brims than those lately worn, and crowns of
medium height. Light brown is the fashionable color for such hats, but black and dark
brown are also worn. Price 84.50. Youths
aud small boys wear D rby hats also. Soft
folt or pocket hats, for evening wear or for
traveling, are from $2 to 84.

six months of

In his address at the colored farmers’
fair at Raleigh, lately, Gov. Vance cautioned the negroes not to put too much
stress on education.
MS'. Hickey pf
Topeka weighs 450
pounds, Mrs. Hickey 350, and there are
seven Hickey children who weigh more than
300 pounds

on an

averago.

speedy destruction of the present op.
pressive Internal Revenue laws is one of the
objects of the St. LouisNews, the new Democratic morning paper.
The

[Harper’s Bazar.]

New York Fashions.
Gentlemen’s Clothing.

There are no marked changes made in cutting gentlemen's clothing, though pantaloons
are

narrower

than those of last season, and all

shorter, including the Prince Albert
frock coats, dress coats, morning cut-aways,
sacks, and also overcoats. The suit for business
traveling and morning wear is made entirely
coats

£—

are

„„

—

plaids, checks,

coat

may be

or

an

a

English

O

-a.

in

mixtures of color. The
sack with one or four buttons;
cut-away with the same number

neat

or

of buttons. The vest, cut high like the coat,
has a collar or not according to the fanoy of the
wearer.
The trousers are very close-fitting.
The semi-dress suit for church and afternoon
worn
wear is really the day dress suit, as it is
all entertainments given in the daytime,
such as afternoon teas, receptions and weddings. This consists of a Prince Alloert doublebreasted frock coat of black or dark blue
twilled cloth—youug men prefer dark, blue
to

cans

MEN’S
>

»

c. L. BAILEY.
____601111

directly opposite their old stand

at

At 421 CONGRESS STREET.

MIDDLE STREET.

William Senter &

were

narrow-

Con res-1, bevel edge A A, A, B
Lien’s French Calf Balmorals
-AA, A, B and C.

and C

&c.

Fine Goods

.iRTLiNP

Block,

LADIES’

gle Sole

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

JySO

PIANOS AND0RP»MS.

sopaa

Jers y

Mills*
Agruf for Du pom’* Powrttr*

221

C and

Children’s

Fine StyliEh Goods in all tho leading styles.

Electric Fuse.

choice stock of flrstrclase

THE WHITNEY

ATLAS

j

Boots for

French Kid Button, all widths from tho
est t * the widest.

New

Preserves, Jellies, Jams,
Mushrooms,
Sardines,

REVOLVERS,

a

——op-

CHEESE,

CETEERV

I

Spring Heel Boots—A B.

1

IPO'CXPtflDS

FIGS,
GRAPES,

rACKEE»

T|'
!

BREECH

PRUNES,

75 e. Ticket*
oct87<i6m

S

3,000

CURRANTS,
CITRON,

Jf

Fiauos,

CHILD REN’S Samuel Thurton,

NEW RAISINS,

IES

EVERY THURSDAY EVENIYt,

Cloth Top Button, with low vamp, box too,
quarter over vamp—A A, A, B, C and D.

/

Gilbert’s Dancing’ Academy.

AASSEMBi

LADIES’

WILSON & CO.’S.

BARON RUDOLPH
Sale of seats commences Wednesday, Nov. 16th.
novl4-dtd
Usual prices.

two

to detail favorite second lieutenants for signal duty.
General Sherman denies this al-

iadorsed Iqr ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

a

Also

Fred G. and B. G.
Berger, in their new Serio-Comic Drama by
BRONSON HOWARD, Esq.,

management

Decker Bros’

sizes.

GOODS

NEW

Friday and Saturday and Saturday Matinee, Nov. 181h and 19tli.

under tlie

other

suppression.

legation.

Walking Boots, in many styles, all widths and

_Proprietor and Manager.

Frank Cnms..

shouted that the

to the effect that General

March, 8.30.

_dtf
Portland Theatre.

New

an old rusty revolver belonging
father, which lay on the table beside
Finally in the course of the play Mor-

corps, as to the right of the former to
detail lieutenants of the army to the signal
service, and an allegation has been published

THANKSGIVING.

Hail,

JIlH.ic by Chandler..
nov5

res'urreeted

sigual

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.
leriianicti’

shoe-horns fot revolvers and Markham had

and the hands of people, young and old.
The Puess has often spoken of this bad literature, and urged its abolition. We rejoice
to see that some of our citizens have awakened to its evils and are resolved upon its

bitters

IiV shabp»*m>ix*t».

ON

curdling play. They were engaged
gambling at Markham’s house in true
border style. They had extemporized money out of hits of paper. Morrissey had two

ture

procure- inc namsnnipnr or demoralizing
stories and nasty papers from news stands

NOVEMBER 2S,
KOKMKV & CRAYE,

TICKETS

blood-

in minia-

ana

THEATRE,

POHTLAND

KtVI

some

fect of ban literature upon the young could
be found by a visit to our jails and reform
schools. Mr. Clark has done the public a
service in again calling their attention to the
matter, and it is to be hoped that the Congregational Club will take up the subject

Thanksgiving Day.
MorniUsr, Al t.

to the opera house to witness

imputation, and raising the revolver fired,
“not knowing it was loaded,” and Morrissey fell, mortally wounded.
Doubtless many examples of the evil ef-

OPENING

GRAND

striking example of the pernicious effects of the reading
of dime novels.
On Tuesday James Morrissey, sixteen years
old, was shc/t dead at Springfield, Massachusetts, by Frederick Markham, one of his
companioi s. The two hoys had become
thoroughly imbued with the Buffalo Bill
spirit from constautly readiug dime novels,
cheap story papers, and an occasional visit

to his

counted

cneaung, ana mat ne "naa got me urop
on them, at the same time raising his shoe
horns in defiance. Markham spurned the

SKATING RINK.
of Ptail and

Clark postponed

his hand a

him.

STOKER BROS5 BUI I DING, NIBBLE ST
r

Mr.

reading of his paper before the Congregational Club a day he could have found to
the

rissey

Hew Portland Holler

(Corn

Had the Reverend

The New

the Democracy of its State have obtained
control of the Legislature by ballot-box stuffing at d false counting. It says: Mr. Evereit, the Republican candidate for Senator
in the Fifteenth District, who has been declared defea
by 112 majority, asserts that
in one District where the Democratic Inspectors awarded him only 160 votes, he received
more than 600, and can produce witnesses
to prove It. The Republican candidate for
Assembly in the Fourth District of Albany
county claims that he was rightfully elected,
twenty-seven bogus ballots being found in
one of the boxes, and his competitor’s majority being only twenty-one. The Tribune
has already printed the fact with regard to
the disputed Twelfth District in Kings county, »here the Republican candidate claims
an election by five majority, but has been

gers and earned

Bad Literature.

■

the most persistent CRRONIC DISEASES
of the STOMACH and LIVER, including INDIGES I ION, all forms of DYSPKP-IA,
H1LIOUS and SICK HEADACHE.NEoand SLEEPPROS I RA I ION
VIIUS
LESSNESS, as to AMPLY lustify the eminent
‘‘IT IS NEARencomium■
Professor Loomis1 high
THAN ANYER A UNIVERSAL PANACEA
!”
THING IN MEDICINE
BEWARE OF BOGUS AND IMITATION PADS. EACH GENUINE HOLMAN PAD bears the PBI V A I E REVENUE STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY,
being the abovo Trade Mark printed in green.

PATENT
SHIELD.”

CONGERS

«

HuL WAN’S PAD is the ©RIGINAI.
AND ONLY GENUINE CURATIVE
PAD, the only remedy that has an honestly ac“PAD,” In
quired right to use the tiile word
connection with a treatment for chronic diseases of
IN and
I.IVt'R. SPL
the STOMACH.
MAI.ARIAI. BLOOD POISONING.
HOLMAN’S PAL) has such complete co ntrot over

GERSTER,

(.'RISK F AVAL CONCERT,
8 P, II.
Momlay Eveninj, Nov. 21, at the

■

the Circulation.»
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Forces aud

■
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the deducIf death occurs after the fifth year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,
.nsimc
tion shall not exceed the five annual life premiums as aforesaid, with interest as provided in the
Non-forfeiture Law.
„odlm
novl

by Absorption through

*™-the”Nerve

insured.

on

R. I-

eodswly

28

paid on each $1000 Insured.

949.72 will be paid

2d year after lapse, and within the pei iod of continued insurance,

the

If

TJf

610.56,

6*6 40, if the insured
778 09. if the in ured
*55.*© if the insured
will-secure 15 years iasiirauce aud
will secure 15 yen*s insurance and
929.70, if the insured
will secure 15 year* insurance and 1,000.60, if the insured
will

15

dividend-additions,
before discontinuing the payment of premiums, the whole of the sum insured, including
no eondi o
a
as
be
death-claim,
will
provided
con
this
tile
on
indebtedness
due
paid
less any
ract,
Company
of the policy has been violated.
agreed upon
After the policy has been in force, three full years, if less than the full number of premiums
within tne peaud
di
such
after
continuance,
dies
in-nred
life
is
in the policy is paid, end the party whose
due a a <Ca iriod of the exten-ion secured by this contr ct under the- Maine Non-f<*rfeitnre Law,the amount
he as toliows.
will
been
has
violated,
of
the
than
other
the
premium
payment
policy
claim, it no condition of

ilAliD.

MIME. ETELKA

secure

said

of

,e r*‘
I«ve* to the end «>f s-i
the insured live* to the rn« of »«»d 15 year*.
*he insured live* to the end of sai-i 15 years,
if the injured lives to the end of said 15 year*.

.fitl.l I, if
425 62, if
520. 6, if

15 years in urance and
15 year* insurance and

seeure

91, if

«he end

lo

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES

Tickcis admitting gentleman and lady 76 cts.
novl7-dtd
Gallery single lieset, 26 cts.
x
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insurance and
in-unnee and

lives

Chills,Diarrhea,Dysentery .Cramps,

K

—

P. L. S. B. S.
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839.51*, if the insured lives to the end of mid 15 years
115.48, if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
18? 86, if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
the insured
the iusiired

with
It has long been the custom of our
the closing of the year to look back upon tue blessings brought to tli' in in the changing course of seas -ns an«1 to return solemn thanks to the All Giving
Source from whom they flow, and although at this
p*-ri d when the falling leaf a monishes us that the
time of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in ihe shadow ot a great bereavement and
mourning, which has filled our hearts and still finds
ts 8 rrowful expre sion towards God before whom
we bu? lately bowed‘u grief and supplication, yet
ti.e countless beneti s which have showered upon
us during the past twelve months cab for out fervent gratitu e and make it fitting that we should
rejoice with thausfuluess iliat the Lord in His iuflnit. mercy has most signal, y favored our counts,
and our people
Pea?© without and pr -sperity
within have been vouchsafed to us. No pe-tbence
s of
Ins visited our shores,
l'he abundant
freedom v.hich our fathers left us in their wisdom
are still ou increasing heritage, and if in parts of
our vast domain, some afflict! m has visited our
brethren in t' eir forest home-,yet even this calamity
has been tempered, and in a manner sanctified bv
the eei.e U'e innassi n for the sufferers which
has been c lieu f*.rth throughout our land. if»>r all
these thifgn ifc<i« meet hat the voice f he Nation
should co up to G«d in devout homage.
Whe ef uv, I Che* er A Arthur, President of
the t lilted States, do recommend tint a 1 the
pe pie observe Thursday, the 24th day of Novembe incta t, as a day of national thanksgiving and
pr yer by ceasing so far as maybe from their
secular labors ami meeting in their several places
of
orehip there to join in ascribing honor and
praise o Gmiguty Go I whos** goodu< ss Das been so
manifest iu our his lory ami in our lives, and offeri g arucst praye s tha His bounties may contiuue
to us and to our childre
I witness whete t i have hereunto set my hand
and caustd he seal of the United States to be
affixed
Done at the city of Washington this fourth day of
November in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hun r- d and eigln y-one and of the iudependfci ce of the United Mates : he one hundred
and sixth.
Chester A Arthur.
By the President.
James G. Blaise, Secre ary of State.
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14 anunal premiums
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which illustrate the life and death of Gen-ral Gar
fielbv R* v. J Bauson Hamilton. THURSDAY,
Hov. 17th, at Pine Stre t M. E Church, at 7 30 p.
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PROCLAMATION.

A

The Ladies of the

Newbury

THANKSGIVING.

NATIONAL,

President,

Secretary,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Card certificate

a

will

DeWITT,

JOHN E.

HENRY D. SMITH,

regular attach* of the Press Is furnished
signed *by Stanley Pullen,

Every
with

none of the condiThe foregoing Policy, No.
, issued under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, provided
iol lowthe
results
secures
has
ht-en violated,
tions thereof other than the payment of premiums
.named in the nuamst,
ing statement, liutif there r main any dividend-additions in favor of the policy, or any indebtedness to ine
the policy when it goes under the Maine Non-forfeimre Law, the results will be modified according
provisions of ihai Law and the foregoing contract.
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with marked diagonal lines; this coat is finished
with silk facings, and the vest of the same
cloth is cut very high to match the coat, so that
only very little of the folded scarf is shown below the collar. The trousers are made of heavy
cloth with dark neat stripes, usually having a
gray effect, but no special color prevails for
these. The dress suit remains unchanged in
shape, except that the coals are shortened a

little. The most glossy west of England broadcloth is used for this swallow-tailed coat and
the vest, which is cut low in front to match it,
and these are the only garments now made of
broadcloth for "ten of fashion. Silk facings
may be used on such coats, or they are omitted
The narrow tltrasers are
as the wearer directs.
of heavier doeskin of the same lustrous black
used for the coat. Young men of fashion now
the ev'
wear this suit to all entertainments in
ening, putting it on for six o’clock dinners,
making evening calls in it, wearing it to the

theatre, where formerly it

was

seldom seen,

going thence to receptions. Overcoats are
made of Elysians and fur beaver cloths, and
are most often sacks, slightly shorter than those
of last year, but occasionally a surtout overcoat
and

is ordered. Blue, brown and blaok are the
colors used without a preference for either.
Flatly folded scarfs of satin with black or
very dark grounds nearly covered with small
intricate figures in gay colors, are now fashionable for day use. Large spots of white, or of a
color contrasted with that of the ground are also worn, and are much more stylish than those
with the small polka dots. Gros grain scarfs
The Sweepstake scarf has a
are little used.
catch underneath that simplifies the fastening.
laid in folds or tied in
whether
The day scarf,
a bow by the wearer, must be broad enough to
fill up all the space inside the neck of the vest,
Neat Engand conceal the white shirt front.
lish scarrs made to wear with standing collars
are folded quite narrowly at the throat below a
narrow necg-oana, toen wiuou suguuy »uu me
sufficient to fill up the space left'by very high

The straight De Joinvilie scarfs are
tied by the wearer to imitate those just described, though some are worn in a ring, or
tied iu a loug sailor kuot to bear an oruamen
tal scarf pin. Satin is preferred to silk for all
these, uuless the wearer dresses in mourning,
when black gros grain is used. For fall dress
the narrowly folded white lawu ties are chosen;
way
Borne black satin ties folded in the same
are also worn at dinners, etc.
The shirt fronts chosen for all occasions, for
dress as well as for general weal, are of plain
linen of three thicknesses cut in shield shape,
aud without any decoration in the way of embroidery or pleats. This shirt bosom is never
visible except with the low cut front of dress
coats, when a few tiny tucks or cords may be
stitched in the edge, outside of the single large
stud which is now worn on dress occasions.
This stud is of hammered gold or plain Etrusoau gold, with a jewelled ceutre; a diamond,
Turnedsapobire or turquoise is preferred.
down collars aro again restoreu to favor lor
worn
narrow,
are
very
but
dress occasions,
with a small open space that is failed by the
small bow of the white lawn scarf; another
the
shape has the turned-down collar meeting at
throat, but is sloped away broadly to show the
flat scarf worn with it. The Jason collar is a
aud
popular stauning collar as it laps slightly
does not have sharp points that are uuoomfortdresa
is
worn
both
for
this
wearer;
the
able to
and general wear. The Euglish collar, standing behind and turned over in points in front,
There are various other standing
is still used.
some
shapes. Some are like clerical bauds;
meet without lapping; others leave an inch of
have
others
space open at the throat; and still
the tops curved at the throat instead of being
turned over in points. The cuffs are narrow,
without lapping, so
square cornered and meet
sleeve outthat they may be worn with linked
wear
who
large sleeve buttons. Gentlemen
insert in stiffly starchtons that are difficult to
their cut!I
ed linen will facilitate matters,spare
aud perhaps retain their own good humor, by
near
liueu
the
buttonthe
sliglitlv moisteniug
holeou the wrong side; touching it with the
tongue is sufficient.
Hammered gold combined with platina is
fashionable for scarf pins and liuked sleeve
in
buttons worn by geutlemeu. These come
in ovallarge round ball heads for scarfs, aud
are
studs
enamelled
shaped buttouB. White
above
passe, and the single large stud described
is most used. The collar button is an importvests.

Japan.
Text of the Mikado’s Proclamation of a
Constitutional Government.

The following is the text of the proclamation
of a constitutional government in Japan,
mention of which was made by telegraph last
week:
In succeeding to the great dynasty of my ancestors, a dynasty which has lasted for upward
of 2500 years, I have determined to establish
order out of the confusion which has existed
since the middle ages, to assnme the sole reins
of power, and at an early date to establish a
constitutional form of government, for this
The Senate was established in the
reason:
eighth year of the Meiji (1875), aud local assemblies were opened iu the eleventh year of
Meiji (1878). These measures were no more
than the gradual formation of a representative
system, step by step, in consecutive order. I
rely ou all meu to furtner my intentions. I
think that the sistem of constitutional government differs iu eacn conutry according to existing conditions. It is an extraordinary task
task that mast not tn rashly carried ont. My
predecessors are looking down on me from
above, and I am respous ble for the increase of
their glory, the exteusiou of their great work
aud the adoption of measures for completing
the task of modifying the ancient aud modem

systems
therefore, in the 23d year of Meiji, I in'end
to summon deputies of the people with a view
*»
«*,»MtiUiCiassat o£ * renresentative assembly wbieh will be the fulfillment oi wt rmention eutertained from the beginning. Now,
therefore, I order the efiicials of the court to
draw up a plan of a representative system, the
constitution and power ol which I myself will
settle, and will promulgate when the time arrives. I think the people are iuolined to advance too last, and are too eager to cause seditiou by reckless speech, by which they will
fall into serious error in the end. Against this
shall be
my subjects, both in aud out of office,
warned bv instruction. Should they then still
persist in their attempts to disturb the peace of
the oouutry, they shall be punished as the law
directs. This is specially declared and addressed to yon all. By order of his Imperial
majesty the Mikado.
San Jo Sankinshi Daijio Daijin.

The ffiditor’s Drawer.
One of fhe most cherished of American institutions is about to disappear—or at least to
change its character and to lose its recognized
characteristics. With the New Year the Editor’s Drawer of Harper’s Magazine will cease to
be a repository of juvenile precocity, of legal
repartee and of ministerial jooularlty. It is to
give up anecdotes aud ana and excerpts for
original wit and humor suoh as is furnished
by the corresponding department in the Censtarted eleven
tury. When Scribner's was
was classified as
comic
the
“copy”
ago
years
Etchings, but with |the success of the Brio-kBrae series this title was changed to Brie kBrac. In these eleven years in which Etchings have become Bric-k-Brac, and Scribner’s
has become the Century, the department has
printed much admirable wit aud humor—more
humor perhaps than wit. In prose its great
hit was Mrs. Dodge’s, Mistress Malone on the
Chinese Question. In verse it has had the
best of the dialect poems of the late Irwin
Bussell and the extraordinary humorous poetry
of Mr. H. C. Banner—especially his parodies
of the poets old and new who might have
written Home Sweet Home. A many years
Drawer of
ago a selection from the Editor’s
Haroer’s was published as a pamphlet with a
A sehost of comic cuts of John McUeuan
lection of bric-k-brac poems is in contemplaof
a
volume
followed
possibly by
tion, to be
briok-brac sketches with pen and pencil. It
is curious to note that every American magazine has a department of this sort, while no
English magazine has one—although in the
Table Talk, which Mr. "Sylvauus Urban” has
contributed to the Gentlemen’s Magazine for
find th« germ from which the others are developed. Mr. Aldrich, like Mr. Howells before him, finds the Contributor’s Club of the
Atlantic the most difficult part of the magaziue to keep up to his ideal. In L'ppinoott’s
Mr. Jossip has recently been made of more importance and classified. The present Californian h is Outcroppings just as the old Overland Monthly hr a a miscellany called Ktoe'era.
In Appleton's there is au Editor’s Table,
which Mr. Brace has made the brightest part
of the magazine, and from which he has recently extracted the most of his Bachelor
At one time it was intended to start a
Bluff
special humorous department iu Appleton’s, to
be called Pasticcio, hut the plan fell through.
In the old Galaxy, when it waa a fortnightly,
there was a Miscellany; then Mark Twain was
retained to write memoranda eve.y month.
He soon found it a hard task to grind out humor, as per contract, and the Galaxy Club
Room came into being and was edited for a
while by Mr, “Eli Perkins,” and later by Miss
When the Galaxy sank iuto
Kate Sanborn.
the broad Allantio, the latter magazine closed
the Ciub R.K>tn but very soon opened its own
It the Editor’s Drawer is
Contributor’s C ub
only as well suited iu the future to the taste of
the present generation of the American reading public as the old Editor’s Drawer of Harper’s was to the taste of a former geuerat|ou,
there can be no doubt of its success. It can be
of use also in helping along the development
of the young writers of vers de societe, disciples
of Austin Dobson, who have already been
greatly encouraged iu Pack and in the Bric-hBrac of the Ceutury.
Wild beasts are the fashion uow-a-days.
An exhibitor had the happy thought of teaching a lion to play tcartt, as poodles are taught
to play dominoes. To amuse the public he
had a game every evening, the stakes being a
louis a point. The animal always won the
But
game. This was upon the programme.
what was droll about it a'l was this, the lion,
While very good about laying down the cards,
would absolutely not give up th stakes after
he had won them. It was useless to try to
take the money away. At last they got at
the reason of this love of gold, so uncommon
iu a savage beast. He was savtug up the
money to bay his liberty!—French, of course.
Whatever you have to do, do it with yonr
might. Many a lawyer has made bis fortune
by simply working with a will.—Yonkers
Statesman.
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BY TELEGRAPH.

her recently pubPrairie
lished work, ‘•Through Cities and
Lands,"gives the following account of a visit to

—

ling philosophy
ft is not often that poetry and philosophy gt
hand in hand together, as in this case it does
Dr Holmes seems surprised to find himself sc

mnch more famous in this country for his prose
works and philosophical studies than for hie
research anc
poetical productions, Scientific literature
are
semi-philosophical lectures and
the occupations of his daily life, but poetry ii
the darling of his heart, the beloved compan1UU Ul

IJ IB IIUi IUWJ

“"J--

builds for hie spirit a home we know not of,
We retired to lnncheon in a pretty parlor looking out into the flower garden, where the bee:
were droning and the tall lilies and roses nodding sleepily in the sunshine. He seemed verj
much interested in our intonation and frequent
ly cal'ed attention to our mode of pronouncing
certain words. He afterwards read to us some
scraps and snatches of his new poems, whicl
was a great treat to us, for he has a melodiout
voice and reads with great emphasis and spirit
indeed, we were so deeply engrossed by hi:
brilliant conversation that we almost lost ou:
t-ain. With much regret we bade him and hi:
family a cordial adieu.

[Cincinnati Saturday Night.]
ABbther Young Train Robber.
It

was

night.

Night in Arkansas.
It was night in several other States

as

well

but Arkansas is the one with which we have
to deal at this writing.
A lightning express train was booming along
at the rate of sfx'y miles an hour.
Every cai
was full, many standing in the aisles with thai
meekness and patience only seen on an American railroad, to accommodate the fellow who
wants four seats all to himself.
The lamps blazed fitfully over the passen
gers’ dusters, which seemed to fit fully as wel
as traveling dusters usually do.
The conductor had passed through (which
was more than he would allow any one else to
do without the requisite pass), punching peo
pie into wakefulness in order that he mighi
punch their tickets.
The train boy had filled the passengers’ lap:
with books, to' keep tt em from bouncing ir
their seats while going over rough places.
A brakeman put his head in and shouted
“The next stopping place is-!” the name o
the station being lost by the slamming of th<
car door.
The boy who is always dry had made hi:
fifty-second pilgrimage to the water tauk.
And the woman who wants air bad.just ton
off her last remaining finger-nail in trying tc
get her window up.
± Dis was on a rauroau in me ouu-e 01

^ ra.au

8aR_

figure~'appears, holding
^'ycmtli'ful"
which the
in hi hand

some

light glitters
upon
thing
He presents it in a significant manner and
cries;

“Now, gentlemen, your money—”
Fifty men turn nale and cry, “Don’t shoot!’
Twenty females scream with one voice, anc

faint.
There is a hasty thrusting of watches anc
pocket-books beneath the cushions and intc
some

boots.

Women unfasten their

jewelry

and slip it in

to secret places.
btrong men fight for a place under the seats
where ihev can secrete themselves.
“Gentlemen,” again cries the boyish voice
ringing high and clear above the screams ol
the women and the din of the train (gasps ol
mercy from some of the men), “let me sell you
some of this excellent tropical fruit,” and he
extends in his dexter hand—a banana!
It was the train boy, pursuing his useful and
harmless vocation.

A Gratifying Increase in Passenger and
Freight Receipts.
Bangor, Not. 10.—Tlje animal meeting of
the stockholders of the E. & N. A. Railway
was held this afternoon at the office of the
Tne reports of the treasurer and
directors.
acboard of directors were presented and
cepted. The gross earnings of the road for
the year are $471,392.84: gross income $477,*
937.11; working expenses $398,168; coupon interest paid $61,140; leaving a net income of
$18,628 80. Gain in gross income over 1880,
£69,711.05, or about 17 per cent. The record
for the year in regard to accidents as exhibited
in the Superintendent’s report is a gratifying
one and especially so in view of the fact that
last year was an unusually trying one for railThe passenger
roads, notably so in Maine.
earnings for 1881 were $151,958.35, an increase
of $20,362.59 over 1880. Number of passengers
carried in 1881 was 173,885, an increase of 19,373

over

1800.

A board

of

directors

was

chosen as follows:
Noah Woods. S. H. Blake, N. C. Ayer, J.
Stewart, F. A. Wilson* Spragne Adams, Chas.
P. Stetson, John S. Bicker, H. N. Fairbanks.
A meetiug of the directors was held subsequently and organized by the choice of Hon.
Noah Woods as president and treasurer and
J. F.

Leavitt clerk.

pointed superintendent
general ticket agent.

F. W. Cram was apand J. F.
Leavitt

MAINE.
Unfounded Suspicion.
Rockland, Nov. 16.—Coroner Otis received
today a report of an examinat ion made by
Prof. E. Wood of Harvard of portions of the
stomach, brain, liver and other organs of the
late E. P. Morse of Union, which were placed
in his hands about the 20th of September.
Pref. Wood states that no traces of poison
whatever could be found. This result conclusively disproves the suspicions|of poisoning
which were entertained by

some]of Mr.

Morse’s

relatives.

NEW

YORK.

Distemper Among Street-Car Horses.
New

York,

t.hn hrtrcps

nn

Nov. 16.—The
tlio

at

mot.

distemper
among
linoa pnnttnncc

par

Out of 750 owned by the 4th Avenue line about
200 are in the hospital. The disease readily
to treatment when not complicated with
The hsgses of the Broadany other disorder.
and
7th, Gth, 3d and 8th Avenue lines are
way
also affected, but not so badly as the 4th Avenue line.
It is said that the disease will disappear with cold weather.
Funeral of Mrs. Edwin Booth.
The funeral services of Mrs. Edwin Booth
were held at the residence of J. H McVicker
thiajaf ter noon. Rev. Dr. Coilyer, assisted by
Rev. Dr, Ewer, officiated. Obsequies will be
held in Chicago Friday morning at 11 o’clock.
Welcome to Patti.
The Patti welcome and Michigan benefit tonight at Steinway Hall was a success. Mayor
Grace presided and was seated on the platform
with several prominent citizens of the Michigan relief committed including Ex-Secretary
Bristow,and ex-Mayor Cooper. The statement of
the Michigan committee was read and a dispatch from the Governor of Michigan stating
that a half million of dollars would yet be required to keep the sufferers there from freezing
and starvation this winter. After this statement the Mayor escorted Adelina Patti to the
platform and presented her to the audience
which greeted her with the greatest enthusiasm.
The concert then proceeded.
The
Mayor in behalf of the citizens of New York
presented Patti with a wreath of flowers having both tricolors attached crowning bar as
“The Empress of Song of both Continents.”

yields

WASHINGTON.
The Continued 6 Per Cents.
Washington, Nov. 16 —Assistance Secretary Hillhouse reported to the Treasury the
acceptance of 838,500 of continued 6 per cent,
bonds to-day. The fact that so few of these
bonds have been offered for redemption leads
some Treasury officials to think that the Secretary will issue a call for bonds soon bat no
expression as to the amount likely be called in
can be obtained.
Rumored Cabinet Changes.
The report is circulated to-day that Secretary
Lincoln will shortly retire voluntarily from
the Cabinet, that Emory Storrs will be the
new Attorney General and ex-Senator Chaffee
of Colorado succeed Kirkwood as Secretary of
the Interior. Chauncey I. Filley is mentioned
as Postmaster General,
Gen. Longstreet aB
Secretary of the Navy and Gen. Beale of this
city as Secretary of War.
Wrangel Land.
The report of Lient. Berry reached the Navy
department this momma. It )& accompanied
by a map of WrarigelisTana with the course of
the boats around it and the shore lines marked
out.
From Lieut. Berry’s map Wrangel Island appears to be about sixty miles long by
twenty wide, the southern boundary lying
alnntr flta 71ot narallnl and

ita

crraoioDt

dtmaii-

sions being east and west.
The shape of the
island is almost of a parallelogram with corners
rounded. Lieut. Berry refers to a previous re
port sent by him the 14th of September, but it
never reached the department and
it is supposed that in this previous report explorations
were detailed which resulted in determining
Wrangel land to be an island.
68,000 Immigrants in October.
During October there arrived in the customs
districts of Baltimore. Boston, Detroit. HuNew Orleans, New York,
ron. Minnesota,
Passamaquoddy, Philadelphia and San Francisco 67,929 immigrants.

MYSTERIOUS TRAGEDY.
_/

STATE NEWS.
ANDBOSCOGQIN COUNTY.

m

The faculty of Bates College have appointed
the following editors of the Bates Student for
the coming year;—C. E. Sargent editor-inchief, O. L. Gile, personals and correspondence; C. J. Atwater, literary; E. Remick and
J. L. Reade, local. The debate by the Sophomore class, first division, took place Saturday
evening at the chapel. The question, “Was
Oliver Cromwell a greater man than Napoleon
Bonaparte?” was very ably discussed by
Messrs. Curtis and Sampson and Miss Brackett
on the affirmative side, and by Messrs. Hackett
and Flanders on the negative side. The prize
was awarded to Mr. Flanders, who presented
the ablest argament. Mr. O. L. Frisbee has
been elected business manager of the Bates
Student for the ensuing year.
The supply of cotton goods, says the LewisJournal, whether in agents’ or jobbers’ hands,
is much legs than at any time in the last ten
years. Some of the mills are sold up ahead as
never before.
One mill has orders on its books
for export for delivery until March next. One
leading corporation has sold its product ahead
to the extent of 8000 packages, and this would
be about the product of 75,000 spindles for five
months. When it is remembered that the
largest trade sale which has occurred during
the past five years contained only an offering
of 15,000 packages—a quantity which at that
time seemed appalling—the remarkable change
in the condition of the country can be appreciated, when we find a single corporation
whose product is sold ahead for more than half
this quantity. Lockwood brown cottons now
sell at 8J; Androscoggin L (bleached) at8£;
Farwell at 10; Lockwood 10. Androscoggiu
wide goods have advanced -j to lc. Auburn
bags advanced lc.
Lewiston is to have more military. An independent battalion of 150 men is to be formed
composed of two companies.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

farmers of North Yassalboro, has harvested
this fall from the trees growing on one and
one-quarter acres of laud 350 barrels of nice
apples, the most of which he has sold for S3
per barrel. Besides tbis old orchard he has
ten acres of young trees just coming into bear-

ing.

OXFORD COUNTY.

is still prevailing in Porter and vicinity. Frank Gould
moved his family to Tuftonboro, N. H., and a
child aged about 12 died of diphtheria Nov.
Oth and was taken to his old home, South Hiram, and buried. The rest of the family were
sick and unable to go to the funeral, Both Tuesday and Wednesday Alpheus Gilpatrick held
a child buried which died with diphtheria and
another one sick. Seth, son of Elisha Stanley,
of Porter, died of diphtheria after a short and
distressing sickness Nov. Oth. His strength
held out to the very last. Five minutes before
his death he went to the wiudow to take his
last look of his mill, laud and surroundings.
There were no services at his burial. His
wife and children are sick with the diphtheria,
and Charles Stanley, who was with Seth till
he died and helped bury him, is taking care of
them, as no woman dares to go and take
care of them.
Mrs. Stanley was expected to
die at one time, and none would go to Stanley’s relief in case she did die. The family are
better now, but the doctors say tb6y are afraid
of the malady.
A

correspondent says diphtheria

The Cochrane Patents.
St. Louis, Nov. 10.—A compromise has been
effected between the National Millers’ Association and George. T. Smith, of the Middling
Purifier Company, by which the law Buits
brought by the latter against the most prominent millers of the country for alleged infringement of what is kuown as the Cochrane patents have been settled.
Two Children Burned to Death.
Ferhisuuru, Vi., Nov. 10 —The
dwelling of James Liguire was burned this
afiernoou with all its couieuts. His children,
one five and one two years old, were burned in
the building. The mother had left them alone
about 15 minutes before the discovery of the
fire.
North

The

The

Headless Body of a Young Lady
Found m an Illinois Village.
Chicago, Nov. 16.— At 10 o’clock last evening the headless trunk of Miss Ellen Kesner
was found at the railroad
crossing in Englewood. The marks on the person of the deceased plainly indicated foul play. She was
twenty years of age and prepossessing. She was
educated in the East and was attending the
normal school at Englewood. She was regarded as a young lady of brilliant prospects. Upon
learning of the murder the town became greatly excited and bands of residents went out in
every direction to get a clue to the murder.
Miss Kesner had been acting strangely of late.
Last night she retired as usual, but subsequently rose, dressed herself and going to the
room of the superintendent’s wife complained
of feeling ill.
She was sent back by that lady
but instead of going to her room she went out
on the street and at 10 o’clock
her body was
found secreted in the woods. Both arms and
legs were broken and aud there were several
cuts on the body made with a knife. The head
lay some distance from the body, parts of the
hands ana feet were scattered about in the
grass, over the left nipple was a knife wound
but not sufficient to cause death, the thighs
aud abdomen were badly discolored conveying
the impressiou of outrage. Two tramps were
seen at 11 o’clock but though
pursued by excited citizens, escaped.
This morning the
citizens threaten to deal summarily with the
murderers.
United Fire

Underwriters.
XT..— xr--

XT_m

The National Convention of United Fire
Underwriters of America convened this morning, A. Louden Snowden, President of the
Fire Association of Philadelphia, and director
of the mint, in the chair. The meeting is
largely attended by prominent underwriters
from all sections of the country. The convention j bolds ‘morning and afternoon meetings.
Two hundred delegates were present. After
reading the minutes of the last meeting the
President delivered his annual address. He
said as long as the prevailing rates exist there
can be no profit in the business.
He urged
agreement upon uniform commissions,and said
the remedy for existing evils was in the hands
of the members.
J. M. Dunham, of Springfield, read a paper
on taxation of fire insurance companies, its essential points as affecting insurer and insured,
the importance of its being equal upon all
classes of companies doing business at anv
point, and the evils of reciprocal taxation and
of taxes to support fire departments. The
speaker advocated a uniform tax rate in every
State, and thought it unfair for a company to
pay taxes in every State wherein it transacted
business.
The following was adopted:
Resolved, That the whole subject of taxation, licenses and deposits be referred to a committee of five witb authority to correspond
with or appear before the officers and legislators of the various States, and also to present
facts in the case to the insurance commissioners
of the several States individually, and also to
appear before said commissioners at their next
annual convention in person or by counsel to
urge the importance of uniform legislation in
regard to taxation in all its forms, and to ask
said commissioners to join us in a request to
the several States they represent for relief in
part at least from the heavy and unjust burden
borne by fire insurance companies.
Thomas S. Chard, of Chicrgo, next read a
paper on legislation, and offered the following
resolution:
Resolved, That the association shall continue
to take into consideration plans for securing
the defeat of uni ust and dangerous measures,
and shall encourage the enactment and enforcement of such wise laws as will secure the
construction of substantial buildings, inquiring into the origin of suspicious fires, and decrease
the fire hazard of the country to the
greatest degree consistent with its commercial
interest.
Afier recess despatches were read from various insurance men throughout the country expressing sympathy with the objects of the
meeting, and several papers upon insurance
topics were read. The convention then adjourned till to morrow.

Jay Gould’s attempted blackmailer was arraigned in the Tombs police court yesterday

and remanded.

GUITEAU

ISSUES

AN

THE

LEGAL

PROFESSION.*

TO

APPEAL

RIVE

Washington, Nov. 16.—The attendance at
the court today was larger than usual aud comprised a better class. After opening, Guiteau
His appearance was wild and
was brought in.
excited. He tossed his high-crowned slouch
hat upon the desk before him in an indifferent
manner, and turning toward Mr. Scoville hurriedly whispered something to him in an excited manner. They entered into conversation, and Guiteau while speaking used his
clenched fist vigorously as if insisting upon
some matter of which Scoville seemed to disapprove.
The nine jurors selected answered, and then
the seventy-five men composing the panel were
called. There were bat few absent. Then the
work of testing their individual qualifications
for jurors began. Several of the first batch
confessed having entertained very decided
opinions as to the prisoner’s guilt. One. however a laborer named Thomas,
declared that
he bad neither expressed nor formed an opinion, that he could notread and that be had
never held any conversation whatever on the

subject.

Scoville remarked that this man was about
the kind of juror the law contemplated but
that the defense did not want him. He therefore challenged him peremptorily.
The next, a colored barber named Williams,
answered ail the questions in such a manner
as to show that he was not disqualified, aud iu
hiu

ease

Inn

a

nftremntorv

the defence.
William H. Browner,

rhallenpfl

terposed by

a

wad

commission

in-

mer-

chant, being closely questioned by Scoville;
and no objection advanced by the government
was accepted and sworn,
making the 10th.
George T. Keeujsaid nothing could change the
opinion he had formed, and several other gen-

tlemen were as decided in their answers. During the examination of talesmen the following
statement was prepared by Guitean and copied
by his brother;
To the legal profession of America:
I am on trial for my life. I formerly practiced
law iu New York and Chicago and I propose to take
an active part in my defence as I know more about
my inspiration and views in the case than any one
Mv brother-in-law, George Sco ille. Esq., is my only
counsel nd 1 hereby appeal to ihe legal profession
of America for aid. 1 expect to have money shortly, so that 1 can pay them. I sh«ll get it partly

from the settlement of an old matter in New York
and partly from the sale of my book, and partly
irom public contributions to my defence. My defence was published in ihe New York Herald Ocioher fillj, anil (n
pnh islied November
my speech
15th, (yesterday). Any well known lawyer of criminal capacity desiring to assist in my defence, will
please telegraph without delay to Geerge Scoville,
Washington, D. C. If for any reason an application
be refused the name will be withheld from publication.

Charles Guiteau.
In court, Washington, D. C., Nov. 16,1881.
J, Heinlein, an iron worker, was sworn in as
the eleventh juror.
Thirty-two meu were examined up to this
time. Between the tenth and eleventh jurors
there were ten peremptory challenges on the
part of the defence. The next talesman examined was C. H. Panye, a boot and shoe
manufacturer, who proved acceptable to the
defence, bat was peremptorily challenged by
the government.
Joseph Prather, a commission merchant was
accepted and sworn as the 12tb juror.
At 12.50 the court a recess.
On reassembling the oath was administered
to the jury as a whole. The district attorney
After
then moved that the court adjourn.
Scoville had made an explanation in regard to
Guiteau’s paper, the court adjourned.
Dr. Agnew Summoned.
Philadelphia, Nov. 16.—United States marshal Kerns received a subpmna this afternoon
for D. Hayes Agnew. one of the consulting
physicians who attended President Garfield, to
appear in Washington as a witness in the Guiteau trial.

WALL STREET.
The Bear and Bull Views—The Expected
Call for Bonds—Tennessee and Virginia
Bonds, &c.
New York, Nov. 16.—Wall street reports
state that the hopes of the bears hinge upon
This situation
upon the trunk liue situation.
embraces the facts that offerings of East
bound freight at Chicago are light; that the
Vanderbilts have not only receded from the 25
cent grain rate but are making contracts below 20 cents one below the rates charged by
other companies; that the Pennsylvania Company is protecting its shippers on both east and
west bound freights; in short, that the trunk
line business is in a thoroughly unsatisfactory
condition.
Upon the bull side it is stated that
the great operators are not buying stocks that
ituvope is Duying our securities; mat toe uemand'for bonds is good; that money is likely
to be fairly abundant aud that the market has
lately shown unmistakable signs of having
reached bottom.
It is reported that the parties who control
Pacific Mail have refused to allow the company to compete for business by establishing
low rates. A fresh line of shorts was put but
yesterday ou Western Union. The short interest in Michigan Central has been decreased
this week.
Payments on Western Union subThe purscriptions were made yesterday.
chasers paid in full aud took their bonds.
Lead ing bankers think if the Treasury does
not re -eive bonds at par and interest to-day,
that Secretary Folger will soon call from $20,000,000 to $40,000,000 continued (is. It is estimated that ban the amount will uua# iuiu 1110
street.
Considerable purchases of stock were
made yesterday, in anticipation of the expectTennessee advices say there is no
ed call.
doubt of the success of the refunding scheme.
Tennessee bonds. were in demand yesterday
The committee on Viron this information.
ginia deferred bonds is likely to have little difficulty in securing a refunding act in West

Virginia.
MARINE NEWS.
Unsuccessful Attempt to Rescue a Ship's
Crew.
New York, Nov. 16.—Bark Lon Wood, of
St. John, N. B., arrived to-day from Belfast.
She reports Oct. 20th, lat, 49° 10', Ion. 37° 30',
sighted bark Bendor, of London, from Liverpool for St. Johns, N. F., with coal. Her foremost head was gone, topmast and topgallantmast and all sails blown away and cargo shifted. A heavy sea was making a clean breech
over her. The crew requested to be taken off
as the vessel was sinking, but as their boats
were stove they wished us to send ours. The
Becond mate, George W. James, of St. John,
N. B., and four men volunteered to go in the
boat and got her ready and dropped the boat
about a quarter of a mile to leeward. When
she was close to the wreck a heavy squall came
np. and soon after the wreck signalled the boat
had been swamped in the squall. It came on
to blow a gale that night, aud being shorthanded conld not sail to work to windward, so
at daylight was about six miles to leeward of
the wreck. The gale continued all day and
night and next day till noon, when it began to
moderate, so we could make sail. Just before
dark sighted the wreck, hull down to windward. Continued to work to windward all
night and in the morning, being close to her,
got a second- boat ready, the wind being
quite moderate at. the time, but a
heavy sea running. Experienced great difficulty in launching boat. ,Tbe mate aud two
men went in her, but ran great risk in getting
alongside the wreck as the sea was making a
clem breach over her and it was only by
watching an opportunity they rere enabled to
get one-half of the crew. Tne boat not being
able to carry more had to make two trips, but
in returning the second time from the wreck
she shipped a sea which filled her full to the
thwarts, but as the crew used their hats to
bale out the water they were enabled to get
alongside safe when we immediately keot away
on our course not thinking it prudent to make
when last seen the wreck was
a third trip,
very low in the water and probably sank that
night as it came on to blow hard with very

heavy

sea.

M ASS ACHU SETTS.
Railroad Accident.
Boston. Nov. 16.—By the breaking of a
switch rod on the New York & New England
railroad at Dedham Junction at 7 this morning
the engine and four cars of the passenger
train were thrown from the track, two going
down the embankment. Fortuuately uoj one
The road was blocked
was seriously injured.
for two honss.
The Tariff Convention.
Chicago, Nov. 16.—The morning session of
the tariff convention was almost wholly occupied by brief speeches.
The committee on resolutions upon re-assembliog this afternoon made a report which
without opposition. The platwas adopted
that the
form recite
protective policy of
America is to be credited with having not only provided the revenue with which to subdue the rebellion, revive national credit and
discharge in large part the national debt, but
also with having quadruped the industries of
the country, maintaining unexampltd continued prosperity for twenty years and turned
the balance of the trade steadily in our favor,
etc., and that having well established our
tariff for protection
and
manufacturers a
still needed that skilled laborers
revenue is
and producers may have constant and re
numerative employment.
Tbe convention recommended Congress for
more effectual protection and up building of
enr commercial marine, the first that American maritime
property be exempt from burdens of
state, municipal and local taxation;
secondly they should make American vessels
carriers of American mails at rates proportionate to the value of the service performed without regard to the rates at which foreigu vessels
subsidized by their own governments may be
willing to carry them; thirdly tbe United
in favor of
so discriminate
States should
American vessels as would secure to them a
fair and lucrative share of the world’s carrying trade
National internal revenue taxes should he
gradually reduced with a view to their extinguishments within a reasonable period.
Ttie convention recommend the passage of a
law for aproiuting a commission to revise our
revenue system including both internal revenue and tariff laws in the interest of protecTee conventiou
tion and for needed revenue
recognized the death of President Garfield as a
no
language can adequately
calamity vvhio
him as
express and emphasizes its regard for
an able champion of the American doctrine of

protection

to

industry.

HAMLIN AND

PARTY AR-

LIVERPOOL.

IN

A Vessel Blown Up and Nine Persons
Killed.
Paris, Not. 16.—Liszt, tbe composer is

dy-

ing.
Hannibal Hamlin Arrives Out.
16.—Hannibal Hamlin,
London, Nov.
American minister to Spain and Mrs. Hamlin
and Miss Blaine, arrived at Liverpool today in
steamer Illinois irom Philadelphia. They are
On Friday
guests of U. S. Consul Packard.
they proceed to London enroute to Madrid.
The War in Tunis.
Tunis, Nov. 16.—The Arabs who retired before the expedition to Kairwan, are now ravaging undefended points on the coast.
Measures to Come Before the Reichstag.
Berlin, Nov. 16.—Measures to be submitted by the government to the Reichstag include
renewed bills for quadrennial Parliaments and
biennial budgets.
Turkey and the Jews.
Constantinople, Nov. 16.—The Porte has
informed the representative of some English
and German philanthropists who are endeavoring to promote the e nigration of Jews to
Turkey that instructions have been sent to the
representatives at St. Petersqurg, Berlin and
Bucharest that Jews will be allowed to establish themselves in separate communities in all
parts of the empire, except in Palestine, but
that they will be subject to the Turkish laws
and have to adopt Turkish nationality.
Probable Destruction of a ISwiss Village.
London, Nov. 16. -A dispatch from Geneva
to the Daily News reports that the complete
annihilation of the village of Elm, in the canton of Giarus, appears to be only a question of
time and bad woather.
Tbe summit of tbe
peak nearest the village is moving.
The Marquis of Lome on Canadian Loy-

alty.
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Sympathy.
The News this morning publishes a letter
from Mr. Hoppin, Secretary of the American
Legation, conveying Mrs. Garfield’s heartfelt
thauks for the resolutions, addresses, letters
lish

and poems transmitted to|her from corporations
societies and individuals in Great Britain and
Ireland on the occasion of the death of her
husband, and expressing her regret that o#ing
to their large nunber she is unable to acknowledge the communications separately.
Proceedings of the French Chambers.
Paris, Nov. 15.—M. Cazot, Minister of Justice, read a statement in the Senate similar to
that of M Gambetta in the Chamber. Iu the
Chamber M. Barodet (Rep.) proposed a motion
for a revision of the Constitution and asked
urgency therefor. M. Gambetta opposed the
motion on the ground that the Cabinet conld
not identify itself with a proposal
which
threatened the existance of the Senate. At
the same time it reserved to itself the right of
thoroughly examining M. Barodet’s motion
when the time for discussion came, which must
be after both the Senate and the Chamber of
Deputies iiad had au opportunity to discuss the
points on which the proposed reforms bear. M.
Clemenoeau said he ailed to appreciate M.
Gambetta’s theory as to tho necessity of a preliminary understanding between the two
Chambers. M. Gambetta persisted in his refusal to accept the demand for urgency which
was rejected by a vote of 368 to 120.
Count do St. Vallier and Gen. Chanzy,
French Ambassadors at Berlin and St. Petersburg, respectively, have resigned.
M Gamoetta’s declaration was received in
boih houses with very faint applause. The
comments of the leading journals regarding
the new ministry are expressed with reserve;
rather of mistrust than of confidence.
The Russian Budget.
St. Petersburg. Nov. 16 —The Budget for
1881 shows a deficit of 50.308,000 roubles.

Foreign Policy.

M. Gambetta has sent a circular note to representatives of the French abroad stating that
the change of ministry will not modify the pacific tendenoy of the foreign policy of France.
Blown Dp by Dynamite and Nine Persons
Killed.
An explosion, supposed to have been of
dynamite, occurred yesterday ou board the
Glasgow steamer Severn, Bristol for Glasgow.
A portion of her decks were blown away and
nine persons
killed and
several
severely
wounded.
Ul

partment.

Sir William Harcourt, English House Secretary denies the report that he will sene a docexamine the mental condition of Arthvr

Lefroy the coudemed murderer.

The Austrian and Hungarian Ministers at a
joint council on Sunday last decided in favor
of increasing the duties on many articles, including petroleum. The readjustment of the
customs tariff coupled with a petroleum tax is
exnected to produce 8,000,000 floiins of revenue
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Wab Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. O,,
'
M
Nov. 16, 1
For New England,
warmer and fair weather during the day. winds
shifting to southwest and southeast and falling
barometer.

Indications

that warmer find fair weath-

are

weather and rain.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Wholesale Market.

Review of the

16.
Flour has been firm the past week with no change
in prices. Grain is irregular and unsettled. Foultry is about 2c olf. Maine Cranberries are $1@1 50
NOV.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

Raisins

higher.
Butter is

scarce.

Cooperage,

are

Beans

molasses

Apples

Potatoes and

steady.

__j

_j

mu.

are

weak

city skooks

VN/wx

—..

and lower.

show

In

Cordage, Sisal is a
vance,
little off. Cream Carter is higher. Oil and Turpentine unsettled with a strong upward tendency.
Leather is higher
Paints remain quiet but firm.
for overweight and slaughter with an active dedo 14 feet

as

hoops.

In

very stiff. The Fish market is steady
Salt is unchanged. Oakum shows
but
Kerosene Oil is lower. Other
a slight falling off.
Iron is

mand.

less active.

prices are unchanged._
Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dretsed

Beef,

Franklin

Wharf:

@9

6Vs@8 'Hinds. 7
Fores.6Vs@7
/Rattles. 5
Backs.5%@7Vs Rounds. 6
Rumps.8 @11 /Loins.10
Rump Loins.. 9
Sides.

@ 6
@ 7

Grain Market.

Portland, Nov. 10.
The following quotation* of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
157 Commercial street:
Okicag<£—Wheat-. .-Corn-•—Oats—
Nov.
Dec.
Time. Dec.
Jan.
May.
9.37.. 129Vs 130%
59% 65
60
65 Vs
9.60.. 1293/4 1303/.
43%
10.30 .1293,4
59% 64%
1303/4*
43V2
69% 643,4
11.31. 128% 129%
43%
59»/4 64%
12.31..128% 129%
433/*
1.02.. 129% 130%
69% 64%
43
59% 64%
Call ...128
129V4
December Oats, 9.60 a m at 43%c;10.30 a m 44.
12.31 p m 43%c; call 43%c.

Keceipts ot Maine Central.
Portland, Nov. 15.
For Portland, cars 28 miscellaneous merchamlsa
for connecting roads 114 cars miscellaneous mer,

chan disc.

Hally Bomestic Keceipts.
bash Oornmea! to G

W. True * Co.

yearly.

Ali Bey, the Tunisian commander uas suddenly made his appearance at Tunis with a
small escortf although his departure from Zagbouan was not announced.
A dispatch from Marseilles says numerous
embarkations for Tunis will commence this
week. A steamship company has been ordered to prepare for the transportation of 5000
soldiers to Algeria.
T. M. Graham, contractor of Bridgetown,
Gntario, has absconded, liabilities heavy.
Mr. O'Brten, editor of the United Ireland,
was permitted to leave Kilmainham jail yesterday to visit his mother, who is dangerously ill,
He afterward returned to prison.
The Lynchburg Postmaster Turning Out

Badly.
New York, Nov. 16.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says the
post office department is advised that Mr.
Statham, Readjuster postmaster at Lynchburg
over whose confirmation there was such a contest in the Senate yesterday had an altercation
with a young man by the name of Jesse G.
Hicks of Richmond in which the latter received an ugly stab in the right shoulder The
wound is of a painful nature but not dangerous.
Statham was arrested on a warrant sworn out
by Hicks and bailed for appearance before the
mayor to-morrow morning.
Baffled Pngilists.
Erie, Pa., Nov. 16.—The pugilists, White
and Holden, having failed in their scheme to
fight here boarded a west bound Lake Shore
train and went over the line into Ohio. A ring
was pitched about two miles east of Conneata
on the Pennsylvania border.
Three rounds
were fought when an Ohio constable appeared

and commanded them to desist.
The crowd
then ran across into Pennsylvania where the
referee .declared the fight a draw. It will
probably bo concluded somewhere else at another time.

Fight Over Mr. Durant’s Will.
By the will of the late Henry F. Durant, of
which Mrs. Durant is sole executrix, §20,000
was left in trust to Wm. F. Smith,
Mr. Du-

rant’s brother. Mr. Smith has not been able
obtain possession of the money and now he
A hearing is to
proposes to contest the will.
be had Dec. 2, at^Dedbam. Gen. Butler and
F. D. Ely are retained as Smith’s counsel. The
amount indirectly involved is between §1,000,000 and §2,000,000.
to

following quotations ol stocks were .received
yesterday by Woodbury * Moulton (members of tb*
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Opening. Closing.
8%
Boston Land. 8%
7%
7%
WaterPower....
26
Flint & Pere Marquette common
103
C. S. & Clev. 7s..
65
Hartford & Erie 7s. 65
139%
A. T. &S. F..140
161
Boston* Maine.161
The

land.

5%
2Vs
53A
3%

Merchants’ National Bank of Newark, N. J.
Alexander Mitchell Mow, a London merchant, has failed with liabilities of £61,000.
The National Labor Congress has elected
John Jarrett, of Pittsburg, President.
George Gnitou lias sued the Fall River Sun
tor defamation of character, laying damage* at

$20,000.

The liabilities of C. A. Claflin & Co., of
Hupkiutou, Mass., whose failure has been reported, are $110,000. Nominal assets about
$75,000.
Tbe Clark hotel in
burned yesterday. Loss

Duluth, Minn.,
$50,000.

was

INSURANCE

Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

PORTS.
20, brig F H Jennings, Neil,

{CHARTERED 1837).

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
$18,346,212
Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New Tork Standard
4,062,234
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over
25,000,000

1. It gives yon insurance at actual cost.
2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other
company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.!
The Northwestern has $128.50 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $116 for every $100
of liabilities.
The Mutual Li'e of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ £ of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $1.
4. It maintaif s the established rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against contingencies.
5. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
tbnn it has
on h»nd, $5 1MH 86S 4$ <»-®rr
received far premiums »inrc its argnaiz*tion, a showing never made by anv other company
at the same age. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
6. It is paying daily nearl? $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for ten years given to the public printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that docs it.

*un sets.4 31

I Moon

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,
—AND

and sell first-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand. Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges

LEWIS

To Persons

Savage

..

doing as well for their custom-

in matter of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.

BONDS.

ers

Yellow Jacket.

Boston,

following

is

St, Paul
R. R. 1st

Ho. Pacific R. R. Gen'l Mort. 6s.
Eastern Car Trust Co. 6s,
and other desirable securities,
-FOR

SWAN &

ATLANTIC

SALE BY-

Mutual Insurance Co.

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

2.36

13

sei

INSURE

eodtf

D

Ohio

ana Pennsylvania—
Picklocx and XXX.46

48
(a) 45

Choice XX...44
Fine X.
43
Medium.47

@ 50
@ 40

Fine.41
Medium.46
Common.37
Other Western—
Dine and X.41
Medium.43

@ 42

@
@

46
38

Pulled—Extra.30
aupernne.30
No 1.16
Combing and delaine—

@ 43
@60

Medium and No 1 combing.....47
Fine delaine.
47
Low and coarse.39
Medium unwashed.30
Low unwashed.25

@60

@ 50

@
@

.17

29
37
33

{

@
@40
@40
@ 25

Combing..39

Smyrna washea.23

U unwashed.16
Buenos Ayres.
23
Montevideo.
32
Cape Good Hope.29
40
Australian:..

@17
@ 29
@ 36

sustain full prices. Fine fleeces and
desirable medium grades are wanted, and there is a
confident feeling that for all kinds of desirable
fleece Wool higher prices must prevail at an early
et continues to

<*ay_

Brighton Cattle Market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Nov. 16.
Amount of stock at market 2204; Sheep and
Lambs 8,140; Swine 16,120: Veals 65; number of
Western Cattle 1,854; Northern and Eastern Cp*tl Milch Dows, &c
350.
Prices of Beef Cattle ^ 100 lb, live weight—Ex-

quality

at

6

60@7 26;

first

quality

at

6

75@

6 37 Va; second quality at 6 25@5 60; third qusuity 4 37V2@6 12Vfei poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls. &c.. 3 12VSi@4 26.
Brighton Hides as 9c
lb; Brighton Tallow at 8c
^ lb.
Country Hides at 7Vio ft lb; Country Tallow
at 6c <$> lb.
Calf Skins 12@12^c *y lb;Sheep and Lamb Skits
at 75@$1 25.
Working Oxen—Only moderate demand for work-

ers.

We notice sal es of

Girth.
Live weight.
2
lpair.6
2*00
$*6
2 pair.7
3000
$275 the lot
6
lpair .#
2600
$117 6u
1 pair.6
11
3300
$160
Milch Cows—Extra Cows $6&@$70; ordinary $20

@$50; springers $18@$6o ^ head;

F

SAILED—Barque Wolf;

@45

rrow

Covw at

$18@$60 & head. We quote sales of 19 Milch Cows
at $30@76 each: 1 new Milch Cow $60.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West this

Notes—Barque C

c

f the

dry dock
She is

c »pper.
8 ie will

sch

FROM

$12,608,356.71

Street.

eodtl

six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

C07,

Dividends to Policy Holders on
IPreniliims Terminating in 1880

40 PER CEJ¥T.
.osses

Carriages of

all descriptions of onr
own manufacture. The lowest priees
In the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Hope Haynes.

Dixon, Capt Keene, came out
15th, having received a new suit of
now lying at Union wharf, where

Attention to Repairing of all kinds
Special
]ne4eodtf

:

MONEY!

To the lion. Harbor Commissioners of Portland, Hie.

WE

(Signed,)

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Yours truly,
BERLIN MILLS CO.

Portland, Me. not. 15th, 1881.
the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
be
had on Wednesday, Nov. 23d, at
hearing
130 P, M., on the premises aod that, notice of the
tbove petition together with this our order theron
)e given by publication lu two daily papers printed
n Portland, for seven days preceding the hearing.

ON

MEMORAIVDA.
which had quarter cut down by
repaired and was ready to come out of

Adra,

(SJACOB McLELLAN,

1
Harbor
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,!
) Cemmlsslouers
CHARLES MERRILL,
dlw
uovlti

le

-—----

Emery & Woodman,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Office in Centennial Block,
1

)3

EXCHANGE

Geo. F. Emerv,

uovl4

ST.

Edward Woodman.
eod2w*

Thirty Days

After Proof.

PORTLAND, ME., NOT. 14th, 1881.

DESIRE permission to widen High St.
wharf seven feet on the southwest side, two
rundred feet from the lower end.

Paid in

D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, Sd Vioe President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
Feb. 9,1881.
feTOdlmteodllmkwflwS

P

dry dock 16th.
Sch Kolon, from Eaatport for New York, which
p it iu here 12th leaky,has repaired and came out of
tl ie dry dock 16th.
Sch J W Vannaman, of Mauricetown, NJ, recentb sunk near Clapp’s Point, Kennebec river, has
b ion floated and placed on the railway at Gos A
H iwyer’s yard for repairs. She registers 311 tons
a id was purchased Dy GeoE Weeks of Augusta and
C ipt Goss of Bath, who will put her in good repair.
Sch * iunie Look. Look, from Rockland, arrived
a' Jonesport 12th inst with bottom damaged, having
b< ieu ashore ^n Nash’s Island.
Sch Geo Washington, Parsons, at Charleston from
K ingston, Ja, reports heavy weather and lost maintc pinast and head of foremast.
tl

Middle

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ew

Sch Rosa &
iliision. has

194

21 and 23 Preble Street

Ar at Bombay 14th, ship Freeman Clark, Dwlflht,
York.
Ar at Melbourne 14th inefc, barque Grace Deering,
S nlvage, Boston.
Sid fm Pembroke 14th, barque C M Davis, Trefry,
^ ew York.

c

ASSETS,

HANSON,

Carriage Manufacturers,

take in a cargo for Cuba.
The new ship Parker M Whitmore, 2200 tons,
> to bo
launched from A Hathorn's yard, at Bath,
o a Tuesday next.
The new schr In the yard of Snow & Pearson, at
f ockland. has been named Jennie Greenbank and
s le will soon be afloat.
Capt 1 L Snow will take
liarge of her and go south with an assorted cargo
a a trading voyage.

^

Total Amount of Premiims for the Year
|3,72§,6<i2.27.

on

T. J. AKELEY &

Sch Ida L Howard, Eoss, New York and Newark—
L Whitmore.
<
Sch Hope Haynes, Gamage. Kennebec, to load for
< Jacksonville—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Pear«, Teel, St George—Nathl Blake.
Sch Regular, Blake, Castine—Nathl Blake.
Sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscasset—J H Blake.
Sch Black Warrior, Tracy, Boothbay, to load for
1 lew York—J H Blake.
Sch Exact. Lewis, North Boothbav—N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton Boothbay—D Choate
Sch Arrival, Earn ham, Boothbay—D Choate.

@33

Donskoi.25 @30
There is a steady demand for Wool and the mark

tra

octH

Brig Onolaska, Griggs. Wiscasset, to load for Maanzas-Chase. Leavitt A Co.
Sch Fred Gray, Kaudall, New York—J L Whit-

@ 33

carried

SAMUEL

iuii.

Cleared.

@ 42

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

bought
margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New Tork

Qore.

Canada pulled.30

#

new

water-borne.

loon as

Stock Exchange.

Lucy Wentworth, Hibbard, Calais for NYork.
Advance, Pickett, Millbridge tor Boston.
Sch Harriet, Perry, Gardiner for Boston.

@25

California.14
...

fivuiuu, uu»c, uttiais iui

ONLY.

hfVI IMW

UJ

or

Sch
Sch

@ 42
@ 46
@38

Common.36

Do

o«

>pen

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Steamer Hercules, Pendleton, Philadelphia—coal
Steamship Franconia, Mauguni, New fork—mdse
iO Henry Fox.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Sast nort and St John. NB.
Sch Addle J, Leighton, Cherryfield—wcod to J H

@44

Coarse.39
Michigan—

rexas

Arrived.

Steamship Ontario, (Br) Williams, Liverpool—

@

D /vrtclr

i

MARINE

This Company will take risks at their office, New
fork, ob Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and tsan
policies to merchants, making risks binding a

-AND

llUllff

AGAINST
RISKS

MUNICIPAL

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 16.

YORK,

OF NKW

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

4%

Nov. 16—[Reported for the Press].—The
a list of prices quoted this afternoon:

as

octBdtf

Mort. 5s.

ISTEWST

MARINE

3

Insurance.

Dejiring

ROLLINS & ADAMS

eodtf

Cook County, III. 7s.
Chicago, Milwaukee
R. R. 1st Mori. 7s.
Dayton & Michigan

McLELLAN,
Gorham, Local Agts* eodly

nov6

are

...

rises.

STATE AGT., AUBURN.

Buy

nov3

•

■

Seven of the Many Reasons Why ion
Should Have a Policy In this Company.

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.,

FOR

»

•

Woodbury & Moaiton

The Wool Market.

Comptroller Knox has ordered an assessment
of 100 per cent upon the shareholders of the

at
A session of the Executive Council will
the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on TUESDAY,
4
o
clock
at
of
November
inst.,
the twenty-ninth day
p. M.
By tne Governor:
JOSEPH 0. SMITH.
Secretary of State.
novl4snlw

-.

The War of the Trunk Lines.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
William Rathboru Gray, the well known
political writer, is dead at the age of 72.
John W. Lanchan, a clerk in the Baltimore
post office, has been arrested for embezzling
packages from tbe mails.
Steamer Cimbria, which arrived at New
York yesterday from Hamburg, brought 1031
steerage passengeis.
A Paris despatch says Gen. Miribel has been
appointed chief of staff.
St. Mary’s K. C. church in Warren, R. I.,
tbe residence of Father McCallion, and another dwelling belonging to a priest was burned
by incendiaries yesterday.
The Red river is frozen over. Thq thermometer at Winuepeg is 9° below zero.
James L. Ridley, Grand Secretary of the
Grand Loege of Odd Fellows of the Uuited
States, died at Balt.more yesterday aged 75.
The wholesale dry goods and clothing house
of S. Loewenthal & Co., in Leavenworth, Kansas, has suspended.
John Hawks and a man named Adams were
cowardly assassinated in tbe Willows Valley,
Union county, Oregon. There is no clue to
the perpetrators nor to the motive of the crime.
A general collection will be taken in tbe
New York churches on Sunday for the Michigan sufferers.
The Railway Passengers and Freight Conductors' Mutual Aid and Benefit Association
of the United States is in session in
Chicago.
The French visitors were received by tbe
mayor of Chicago yesterday.

Executive Department, i

Augusta, November 12, 1881.1
be held

XV* have choice municipal and Nehaol
We
BOIVO*t of WeMicm Stmea for »ale.
also purchanero of the Maine.
make Collections promptly on reasonable lemiH.
I ran-net a regular banking business.
novl5
eod3m

MINIATURE ADMAN AO.... NOVEMBER 17.
Sun rises..... .6.69 I High water, (PM).. 7.59

8

Ophir. 6%
sierra Nevada... 13 %
Union Con..
10%
Eureka
16%
Northern B«dle.
12%

sneodt25Ja

State of Maine.

are

...

9

CO., Agents,

21 MARKET SQUARE.

oct3

INVESTMENTS!

Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Nov 19
Victoria.New Fork..London.Nov 19
Canada.New York Havre.Nov 23
City of Brussels... .New fork.. Liverpool.. .Nov 24
Ontario.Portland ...Liverpool_Nov 26
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg_Nov 24
Aermanic..New York. .Liverpool....Nov 26
Furnessia.NewYork, .Glasgow.Nov 26

San 1 rang1800. Nov. 16 —The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.
CJBO-

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Chicago, III.

Nov 17
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool-Nov 19
Helvetia
.New York..Liverpool....Nov 19

Mining Stocks.

a

BEST.

AND

«*E VOl'B
ihel reu
PRATT'S RRMJINR.

tore

CEB,

'£>o.w\cev%.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Chicago, Nov. 1G.—The agents of the eastern trunk lines here are
taking business regardless of tariff, and shippers are making the
most of tite demoralization which prevails.
It
is orobable, however, that the roads will soon
a
adopt uniform tariff. Representatives of the
trunk lines from the east are in the
city and in
consultation on the question of rates.

Be

V VV ^UVv\\\AAVW^cC o.

Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg

(By Telegraph.)

Bodie.

Furnishes

U1U.

A9IBAL

SAFEST

FINANCIAL.

19
19
17
17
Nebo.New York..Rio Janeiro.Nov 17
Bermuda.New York..Porto Rico...Nov 23
Muriel—
.New York. .St Kitts.Nov 22
City Washington...New York. Havana _Nov 24

...

undtt

rJKATT »

Fernando Oct 24th. sch Kate Wentworth,
Cox, from Fernandina, ar 11th, to load for Delaware Breakwater
Ar at Baracoa Oct 21, sch Sarah W Hunt, Burt,
New York via Granada.
Sld fro Richibucto, NB, barque MacLeod, Fulton,
Buenos Ayres.
Cld at St John, NB, 15tbL sehs Forest Belle, Sypbera, and G G King, Keast. Rockland.
Ar at Dorchester, NB, 14th, sch Jennie, Starkey,
Portland.
Ar at Moncton, -No, ach welcome uome, reci,
Boston via Portland
Cld at St Andrews, NB, 12th inst, ech S E Nightingale. Hillyard. New York.

Texas.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Nov
British Empire ...New York..Hav&VCruz.Nov
Newport.New York..Havana.Nov

93%

New Jersey Central. 96
128
Northwestern....
142
Northwestern preferred.
New York Central.139%
Rock Island
135%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.109Vs
St. Paul preferred .122%
Union Pacific stock.120%
Western Union Tel. Co. 87

CO.,

oo4

arara.
At San

Nov. 12, by Rev. S. F. Pearson, Jos.
Mrs. Sarah J. Fin*»gan, both of Port-

FROM

—

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

Philadelphia.
Sld 26th, brig Rowena, Reed, Morant Bay.
Ar at Port Spain 18tb, brig Edith Hall, Drinkwaier, Calais; 2Utb, Fidelia, Harlow, New York;
sch Orrie V Drisko, Drisko Machias.
Sld Oct 10th, brig Starlight. Thompson, for Dem-

MAULING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Erie preferred. 93
Illinois Central.134
121 %
Lake Shore.

TO

41 Market Hqn.rf, Portland,

FOREIGN
Ar at Barbadoes Oct

At Woodford’s Corner, Maggie M., daughter of
Dauiel and Ellen Kelley, aged 8 years 10 months,
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Bath, Nov. 12, Lucy E., wife of Amos B.
Haggett, aged 47 years 4 months.
In Kichmond. Nov. 9, Lizzie E., daughter of L. B.
and Henrietta Dingley.aged 8 years.
In Winthrop, Nor. 7, Mrs. Hattie Gordon, aged
22 years 9 months.
In Woolwict*, Nov. 1, Frank G., son of I, J and
Ellen M. Brookings, aged 7 years.
In Richmond, Aaron S. Pease, aged 54 years and
3 months.
In Canton, Oct. 27, Mrs, Julia A., wife of Capt.
I. G. Virgin, aged 68 years.

Erie. 46%

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Ar 14th, schs Elvira. Watts, and Sylvi, Batson,
Calais; J K Barker. Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 15th, sch Virginia, Ackley,
Lubec.
LUBEC—Ar 11th, sch Quoddy, Mahoney, from
Portland.
EAST MA*CHl AS—Ar 12th, sch C V Miuott,
Hathaway, Portland, (and sld 14th for Machias.)

DEATHS

following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.134V3
Chicago & Alton preferred... 140
C. B. Quincy.141%

other.

Calais.

In Bath, Nov. 15, Verdell C. Haggett and Miss
Winifred, daughter of Samuel Welch.
In Bethel. Nov. 2, Chas L. Davis and Miss Nellie
F. F. Lucus.

The

a#

—

schs A L

Royal, SC.
Returned, schs Magnet, Ernest T Lee, Mercy T
Trundy, Mary Helen. Julia, and W F Green.
Sld, schs Kendrick Fish, Carrie Belle, Huntress.
Carrie L Hix. Maggie Mulvey, John Gerard, Charlie
Hanley, Eben Fisher. Centurion, Castilian, Samuel
Nash Abm Richardson. Laconia, Mary W Hupper,
J Wbitehouae, E G Willard, Magnet, Ernest T Lee,
Mercy T Trundy.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 14th, sch Idaho, Jameson,
Rondout for Lynn.
HYANNIS—Ar 16th. sch R F Hart, from Boston
for Philadelphia
In port, schs Nellie Eaton, Sea Biid, Gen Howard,
Velma. Nellie Doe, and Fleetvring.
BOSTON—Ar 16th. barque Geneva, Haskell, from
Brunswick; sch Alta-Vela, Alley, Port Johnson;
Hannah Grant, Strout, Millbridge; Judge Tenney,
Milliken, Bangor; Mary Eliza. Bullock, Belfast;
Gom* onwealth. Cadworth, Rockland; Mary Sands,
Greenleaf, Freeport; Sarah, Wright, Bath; B D
Prince. Greenlaw. Rockport.
Cld 16th, gcb Minna A Reed, N*sb, St Thomas.
Ar lHth, brig Sullivan, Perry, Georgetown.
Below, sch C Hanrahan.
Cld 16th, ship Sintram, Woodside, San Francisco.
LYNN—Ar 13th, sch Mary E Gage, Smith, from

In this city, Nov. 16, by Rev. A. H. Wright, James
Eaton Anderson and Miss Jennie Frances Lnnt,
both of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 16, by Rev. S. F. Pearson, Chas.
H. Damery aud Miss Ruble E. Rines, both of Port-

land.

ad sake

Johns

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 14th, brigs Clara M
Goodrich. Port Johnson for Portland; H O Pliinuey,
Aninoy for do; schs Hyena. Port Johnson for Newbury port; Mary Baker, from Amboy for Plymouth;
Pearl, Klizabethport for Saco; T A Stuart, St John.
NB, for New York; Carrie E Woodbury, Franklin
for do; Walter Smith, Buckley, Portland for Port

lis/8c.

In this city,
C. Dollof and

a

If you are about to paint send for sample card
of colors of

New York.

TIAKBIA6EW.

(By Telegraph.)

Con. Virginia...
Gould &|Curry.
Hale*& Norcroes.
Mexican.

SoItmii

Mitchell. Mitchell Calais for Norwich; Hyue, Otis,
from Gardiner for New York; Delhi, Lynam. do for
Philadelphia; M J Lee, Haggorty, Hancock for New
York; Abigail Haynes, Grant, Ellsworth fordo;
Kalmar, Colbatb. Machias for New York; E H Herriman. Smith, Bangor for Philadelphia; Nicola.
Rhodas. Portland for do; J Nickerson, Farr, do for

steady.

New York, Nov. 16—Evening. Money loaned
down from 6 to 4on call, closing 4; prime merantile
paper at 6@7. Exchange is steady at 480% for
long and 484% for short. Governments are steady
for ext 68 and 4%s, and Vs lower for 5s and 4s.
Railroad
State bonds dull and generally nominal.
bonds dull.
transactions
the
The
at
Stock Exchange aggrega
ed 261.bl7 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.101%
United States o’s ext
.101%
United States new, 4%’s, reg. 112%
United States new, 4Va’8 coup.113%
United States new, 4’b, reg.116%
United States new, 4’s, coup.116%
130
Pacific 6’8 of 95.

Best & Belcher...

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
ESTA lure is guaranteed
Per sale by all Dragfisto.
Price 45 cento.
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
now testify to its value.
it
and
used
have
who
Auk far 8chletterbeck’» Csrs and Wart

16—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
firm; Uplands at 6 9-16d: Orleans at 6 11-16; sales
15, oo bales; speculation and export 2,000; futures

Stock and Money Market.

California

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

LlVKRPOOL,Nov.

48
Maine Central Railroad.
Bates Manufacturing Co..280%

OSINO

SOHLOTTERBECK'S

Fall River for New York.

—

aA

Michigan Central.

BF

ceeded )
In port 16th, scbs Wm McLoon. and Albert Jame*
son, from Rockland for New York; Pushaw. Jackson, for New York; Maggie Todd, Calais for Stonington; Fannie Butler, Coombs, Bangor; Merrill 0
Hart. Watts, from Bangor; Lettie Wells, Warr, fm
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 11th,

Corns'

Cure Your

son, Port Johnson.
Sid 14th sch Seth M Todd. Norwood, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 14th, sch Loduskia. Leach,
Ellsworth.
WARREN—Ar 12th. seb Lookout. Pike, Calais.*
PAWTUCKET—Ar 16th, sch Fred C Holden,
Sawyer. Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 14th, sch Star. Gray, Hoboken;
Mary .j Lee, irom Hancock ior nonaoui, ^ana pro-

By Telegraph.)
Amenoan.secaritiea—United
London, Nov. 16
bonds, 4Y28 116$fe.

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Nov. 16.
b60... 52c
Kdgemoggin Mining Co.
Deer Isie Mining Company.8 30. 64c
Bath City 6s, 1902.R. L.10( %

New York

Call early, when we can show the best assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays.
nov5 Sit 4w

(and proceeded.)
Cld 16th, brig Orbit, Nash, Orange Bluffs; schs
Bowdoin, Randall, for Portsmouth; 8 S Bickmore,
Randall. Portsmouth.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 14th, barque Jose R
Lopez, for Barbadoes.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, sch Irving Leslie, Haggerty, Miragoane 18 days.
Ar 16tb, bng Kaluua, Ray, Richmond, Va; steamer Saratoga, Curtis, Havana.
Cld 16th, sobs Addie E Snow, Flanders, for Dema
rara; City of Chelsoa, Stanwood, Rio Hache; Wm H
Sargent, Low, Jacksonville.
Passed the ate 15th, brig Cadet. Leighton, from
New York for Antigua.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th, sell Frank Her her t,Ph 11brook. Bangor.
PROV1DENCE—Ar 14th, sch S P Adams, John-

Stares

84%
84%
41%

84%

Under Falmouth Hotel.

don. Providence.
Cld 14th, sch Clytie, Cogging, Portsmouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, oarque Gem, Richardson, Kennebec; scbs A D Lamson, Smith, from
Charleston; J D Ingraham, Smith, Newport.
Cld 14th, steamer Hercules, Pendleton, Portland,

Savannah,Nov. 16.—Cotton firmer;Middling upll*4o.
Memphis, Nov. 16,—Cotton firm: Middling uplands at 11V4C

69

Common.. 42

•*

at

17%

84

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 14th, sch Ellen Montague,
Green, Kempt. N8.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Sami Gilman, Hodg*

lands

ov-rz

aA
Catalpa.
Summit Branch. 17%
Denver Sc Rio <4ramie.
Northern Pacific preferred.;.

lands

Short
& Harmon’s

Rockland.

Receipts 24,000 busb; shipments 16,000.
Nbw York, Nov. 16.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 11%c.
New Orleans, Nov. 16.—Cotton steady;Middling
uplands UVaOv
Mobile, Nov. 16.—-Cotton is quiet; Middling up-

By water conveyance—1000

exhibition at

on

Loring,

ell. Jeremie,
RICHMOND—A r 13th, schs D B Everett, McLain,

January;

_

now

_

ing. Marshall, Fernandina.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 14th, sch Helen, Mitch-

(flour,

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Ontario—50 bbls
grapes to Perrv & Flint, 18 cases magnesta to John
W Perkins & Co

_

15 th, sch Grace Bradley, Mc-

GEORGETOWN. SC—Sid, sch Hattie McG Buck,
Woodbury. Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Sid 13th, brig Carrie E Picker-

short clear 9 20
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
irregular and generally lower at 1 29 November.
Corn
I 9% for December: 1 29% for January.
and Oats firmer but not higher. Pork irregular and
firmer at 17 2h% for January; 17 47% February.
Lard advanced 2%@5.
steady and unchanged
Receipts- 13,000 bbls fionr, 51,060 bush wheat,
249.000 bnsb corn. 4,600 bushV oats, 650 busb
v.
66,000 bush barley.
25 000 bush wheat,
Sh pn« nta-7,000 bbls
170,0005bush corn, 46.000 bush oat*, 1,800 bust
r »•*. 16.000 brwh barley.
ST. Locns, Nov. 16. Flour lower; choice to fancy
Ht 6 MYSfl 00. Wheat is lower,closing better; No V
Ked Fall at 1 84% ca*h;l 34% for December; 1 40
fo January; 1 43% February sales at 1 36% for
December. 1 39
January. No 3 do at 1 24: No 4
Corn is lower at 61*4c cash; 64%c for
at 1143/4
66c for February 67%c
December and
May. Oats lower at 44 Vic cash: 46c fo* December.
45c for Jan34. Pork dull; jobbing 11 50. Lard at
II C6.
Keceipts—4,000 bbls Hour, 21.000 bush wheat,
33.0 > bush corn, 10,000 bush oats, 3,000 boil
ve 11.000 b’it»h barley.
Shipments 6,000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat
24.000 busb corn, 6,000 bush oats, 1,000 bur
Bariev. 7.0* 0 bush rye.
Detroit, Nov. 16 —Wheat unsftHai; No 1 White
spot and November 1 33; December at 1 33%; January at 1 35%; February at 1 37%;March 1 39%,
all year 1 33.

@18
@15

C. s. & ....
Eastern. 48
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 94%
69%
L. R. & Ft. Smith....

8 A VANN AH-Ar
New York.

Intyre,

settled.
steam 4%.
sveights to Liverpool firmer; Wheat
Chicago. Nov. 16.—Flour is quiet and steady.
Wheat is dull, weak and lower; Vo 2 Chicago S|ri g
at 1 28@l 28% for cash; 1 28% for November;
l 29% for December; 1 30®I 30J/s for January
1 31%®l 31% for December; sales at 1 29% @
l 30% January: No X do 1 14: rejected 90@93c.
'torn in fair demand but lower at 59a59%c cash;
69%c for November: 69%®69%c for December.
«0%@6' %c for January: 64%<®64%c for May:
sales at 64%®66%c for May; rejected at 67% c.
oats dull at 43%c for cash; 43%e November; 43%
Rye is
ft43%c for December; 43%@43%c Jan.
steady and unchanged. Barley dull and lower at
I 05%. Pork is active but lower at 1" 60 for cash;
16 40®16 60 for November and December;17 22%
®17 2B for January: 17 42%®17 46 for February.
Lard is active, weak and lower at 1110® 11 12%
cash and November; 11 16® 11 20 for December;
II 37%@11 40 January:ll 47%®11 60 February,
tulk Meats steady; shoulders 6 36; Bhort ribs 8 96;

slight ad-

a

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 11th, sch Wm G Moseley,

Beilatty, Bermuda.

exportsT>6,924

prevail in d’stricts on the Atlantic
Thursday, followed Fiiday by cloudy

er will
coast on

pool

extra at at 5 102 9 00: Southern flour is unchanged; common to fair extra at 6 90@6 90; good
Wheal—receipts 142,to choice do 7 0028 60.
bush; opened %@iy2c
70o oush:
lower, closing firmer with all decline recovered on
">isb lots and y2@%con options, export demand
light with fair business on speculative account.sales
*,380,000 bush, including 148,000 bush on spot;
No 3 Spring at L 25@1 25%; ungraded Red at 1 24
@1 45; No 3 do 1 38Va@l 89 No 2 Red at 1 432
44% new and old; steamer No 2 do at 1 39; No l
Red 1 46%; Mixed Winter 1 39; ungraded White
at 1 32(2221 43%; No 1 do, 8.600 bush at 1 42(2
1 43%. Ryr quiet and unchanged; auoted at 99c®
Corn opened %®%c lower, eloping
10(8/4.
stronger with better export business, receipts 236,870 hush; exports 168,803 bush, sales 1,452,000
bush, including 292,000 on spot; ungraded at 61@
70c: No 3 at 64® 6c; No 2 at 67% ®68%c; No 2
white at 73%@74c; Yellow at 72®72%c;No 2 for
November «7%@68c, closing at 68c; do December
at 68%@69%c, closing at 68%c: do January at
70% a 71c, closing at 7i %c; May 76c. Oata shade
lower and fairly active; re -eipts 19,660 bush; sale*
337,000 bush; No 3 at 47c; do White at 49y*@60.
Vo 2 do at 47%®48%c: do White at 6l@61%c
Vo
at 48c White do 63c: Mixed Western 4b®49
do White at 60(254c; White State 63@66c. including 20,000 bush No 2 for November at 47%(a,483/8
48% c; 105,n^-w and old; 6500 December 48%
OOO do January at 49%c. so<ar is firm:Mould A
viola***?* dull and weak; New Orleans new
9%.
OIU uo ooigow. r«r®iruui uuu
cro
at oa a
Tallow fairly active
and nominal; unl'ed 83Vie.
Pork 26
and weak, sales 160.000 lbs 7%@7%.
36e lower mess on spot quoted at 17 60.sales 600
for February at 18 25:do January at 18 OOa'18 25.
«.«r<- opened 1< @12%c lower and closed strong
sales «60 prime steam on
with reaction of h®7 %
spot at 11 37 %® 11 47%; 260 city steam at 11 80
all 40; refined for Continent quoteu at 1170.
fianrr is firm for choice, them is dull and un-

The
Clear weather
and is central near Omaha.
continues in the Southern, Middle and New
States.
The
England
temperature has risen
in all districts east of Mississippi with easterly
to southerly winds, except in New England,
Violent
where winds are westerly.
gales
and heavy rains throughout the United Kingdom were reported last evening and shipping
disasters occurred at Falmouth, White Haven
The storm was especially seand Berwick.
vere on the west coast of Scotland.

A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s, Marcus Ward’s, De la Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,

«

sota

[special bulletin.]
storm has developed in the Northwest

cmusms cm

NEW ORLEANS-Ar lltb, barque Stephen G
Hart, Pierson. New York.
Cld 13th, ship Marcia Greenleaf, Bunker, Liver-

N*w xc-rk.
without important change, dosing quiet with light
export and local trade demand.
Receipts ot Flour-20,664 bbls; exports 813 bbls;
sales 16.200 bbls; No 2 at 3 40(24 60; Superfine
Western and State 4 60(26 26;common to good ext.
Western and State 6 00@6 76; good to choice Wester*- extra at 6 80.29 00 common to choice White
Whe«t Western extra 7 25® 8 25;fancy do at 8 30
<i9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 36(^8 25
common to choice extra St. Lotus at 6 25(29 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 16@7 25; choice to
d mble extra at 8 GO@9 00, inolnding 1900 bbls
ity Mill extra at 7 15®7 26 for W 1; 1800 bbls
No 2 at 3 40®4 50; 760 bbls Superfine at 4 602
a 5 26; EOO bbls low extra at 6 00:25 60: 420 bbls
Winter Wheat extra 6 35®9 00; 4900 bbls Minne-

Spanish
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fBv Telegraph.)
Nov. 16—Evening.—Flour market

Chamber of Deputies yesterday it adopted the
address in reply to the royal speech by a vote

GRAND OPENING

PORTS.
SAN FRANC1 SCO—Cld 16th, ship Fannie Tucker,
Greeuleaf, Queenstown.
Ar 8th, ship Yo Semite, Saunders, Seattle.
GALVESTON—Ar 10th, sch Geo M Adams,St&ndish. Philadelphia.
Cld 10th, sch Hattie E King, Crowley, for Cedar

Hoaxes tic JTlarbew.

Austria yesterday.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

DOMESTIC

4 00@5 00.
-'heep- receipts 2000 head :shipments 200;stea,,y;
inferior to fair dull at 2 00@3 60; good to choice
strong 4 40@5 00.

Stock Market.

tfiSU iVULBB.

A decree lias been^ssued in France announcing the separation of the Ministries of Agriculture and Commerce. It points as au example to the United States and other countries
which have made agriculture a distinct de-

tor to

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago, Nov. 16.—HogB—Receipts 42,000 head;
shipments 4,100; 10@15 lower on heavy and 6 on
bacon; sales common to good ndxed at 6 76@6 26;
heavy packing and shipping at 6 25(26 60; light
hogs 6 90@6 20; culls and grassers at 3 60®6 26.
Cattle -Receipts 6600 head;skipments 120> head;
fat Cattle weak and 10 lower; exports 6 00@6 60;
good to choice shipping 5 35@6 90; common to fair

authorized the
Pemigewasse National Bank at Plymouth, N.
H., with a capital of $75,000, to begin business.
Steamer Grand sunk at Fredericktou, N- B.,
yesterday. She was a side wheeler and employed on the river towing logs.
Bright’s block in Chatham, Out., occupied
by J. C Bright, druggist, and A. Mellish, furniture, was burned yesterday. Loss $20,000.
The foot ball game between Amherst College
and Dartmouth yesterday was won by the latter.
Earthquake shocks were felt In Italy and

liU HU aUUfUSfl

of the corporation of Chester yesterday, said
there was hardly a person in ten thousand in
Canada who did not (attach the utmost value
to its imperial conneotion.
Mrs. Garfield'8 Acknowledgment of Eng-

France’s

Chicago Live Mtock Tlnrkei.

Comptroller Knox yesterday

After

Sch Kate Wentworth. Coi, at San Fernando from
FernandiiiA, reports a gale Sept 8, in which lost aails
and par of deckload.
Steamer Howard, from Pictou for Portland, sunk
by collision with Br brtg Emma, was a new vessel
of C9« Urns Hint valued at $80,000. Her cargo of
coal was valued at 82,600.

week coat from 6%(sG% ¥> lb landed at Brighton.
swine-Fat Hogs—Prices 6%(a) %c
Id live
weight. Store Pigs—Sol dull at7(g,lt'c «£' lb live
eight, or from $2 0o@^5 60 each.

will accompany the
Canada. The Mar-

to

Over $8,000,000 old North Carolina bonds
have been fnnded into new four per cents under the compromise act of 1870.

Liszt the Composer Dying.
MINISTER

Princess Louise

Marquis of Lome back
quis will resign in 1882.

E. & N. A. RAILWAY.

Diiffu- Hardy, in

the geuial poet:
We reached Beverly Farms about noon—the
fiercest, hottest part of the day. We had no
idea how far the doctor's residence might be
from the s'atiou, but trusted to find some conthat it would
veyance to take us there, feeling
be an effort to walk even a hundred yards in
sun.
The
train
steamed
the heat of the blazing
away from the platform and wo looked around
in seavoh of some one of whom we might enone
quire our road, and then looked blankly at
another. We had no idea which way to turn
to
in
a
creature
sight
was
not
living
and there
tell os. We walked through the empty station;
the ticket office was closed, and not a railway
official was in sight. Only a big black dog was
evlying cnrled up under one of the benches; vanhad mysteriously
ery other living thing
a
field
Some laborers were working in
ished
we
noticed a
not far from the station, and
roadthe
cottage close to
white
pretty
a
side
the opposite
scarcely
way on
stone's throw from us. A gentleman in a linen
umbrela
and
carrying green
suit, a straw hat,
la, came out of the gate and walked quickly
toward the station; we advanced to meet him
and Inquired if he could tell us whera Dr.
Holmes lived.
‘‘I am Dr. Holmes.” he answered, ‘‘and you,
1 presume, are the ladies I was hurrying to
meet?” We acknowledged that we believed we
He turned back with us, and in anothwere.
moment we all three entered the garden
er
which we had seen him leave a moment before. It was a pleasant first introduction, and
here we scored another delightful day. We
found Dr. Holmes a most genial and agreeable
companion—exactly as, from reading his books,
He is neither
we had expected he would be.
tall nor short, lint of medium height; a thin,
wiry man, with iron-gray bair and eyes twinkling with humor and philosophy. Age has
not dimmed their lustre, nor taken the spring
from bis elastic spirit; he is as brisk in his
movements as many a man at five-and-twenly.
Mrs. Holmes, a gentle manered lady, just the
wife necessary for such a man—one who would
make his home a harbor of rest and peace
is always
came out to meet and welcome us. It
well
pleasant to see a genius and a philosopher
matched in his life’s companionship; unfortunately we have so often to look on the reversf
tc
picture. The right woman is an inspiration
the one, a smdv for the other; but the wrong
life
whole
his
blister
and
irritant
an
acts like
through. We were presently joined by hie
daughter—a brilliant young widow, a feminine
edition of himself. Altogether we made a verj
pleasant party and soon floated off iuto a brisk
conversation.' I wish I could reproduce hie
quick respirited, quaintly-turned phrases and
his face gave
partee, to which the expression of
additional point and high flavor. I think the
most dry-as-dnst doctrine would quicken inte
life if passed through the alembic of his spark-

FOREIGN.

TRIAL.

Twelve Jurymen Obtained at Last.

A Visit to Dr. O W. Holmes.

La.ly

GUITEAU
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For the better accommodation of
my Eastern
Wholesale Trade, I shall on Saturday, Nov. 6th,
K»pen the old stand No. 500 Congress street, as a
apot for my popular brands of

CIGARS.
I connection with this, at retail may be found a
, ill line of Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes, &c. I can and
v 111 sell the best 6 and 10 cent
Cigars in this or any
„ •her city.
All who call will receive his money's
v orth every time.

C. H. STEBBINS,
p iO.

560 CONGRESS

nov5

STREET,

_cod2w»

T. C. EVANS’
Advertising Agency and Printers’
Warehouse,
, Ml WASHINGTON Si.,

BOSTON.

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
p rlnters’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
pi >per in the United States or Canadas at publisher.’
q rest prices Send for estimates.

•
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IHLRSDAT MORNING, NOV. 17.
THIS PRESS
Slav be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Feasenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armsir in, Go. V emworth, llodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Bob n Costello, Boston A Maine Depot and
Chisholm Bros., on all I rains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
H. Babb £ Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Blddaford, F. M. Burnham.

Bangor, J.

B. G. Dennison.
Onm wrland Milla, F. A. verrlll.
Damartscotta, E. W. Dunbar!
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
T
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewis,
Gsrdiner, Palmer ft Go.
Irish.
Gorham, J.
Hallow ell, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lewlhtom Chandler ft Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. MlUett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Bock Land, G. C. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.

Tbomaston, 8. Delano.
Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiseasset, Gibbs ft Bundle’.
W.wdford’s Comer, H. Moody.
Tarmonth, O. E. Coombs.

VICINITyT

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Second Annual Ball—P. L. S. B. S.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Noii«*e is hereby given—2.
Notice.
situation wanted.
Warned.
Arnica aud Oil Liniment.
Millett & Little.
AUCTION

COLUMN.

Second-hand Furniture Carpets &c.

New and

Kidney Complaint Cured.
B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y., writes:—“I
have been lor over a year subject to serious
disorder of the kidnevs. and

attend

often

Blood Bittkhs and was relieved before half
I intend to continue, as I
a bottle was used.
feel oon&dtmt that they will entirely cure me.”
Price

SI.00;

nol4dlw

trial size 10 cents.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 a, m. and
3 p. m. to-day, at rooms 18 Exchange street, a
large and choice stock of miilinery and fancy

goods, boots and shoes, coats, pants, cloaking,
&c.; also 73 cloaks, ulsters end dolmans, manufactured for the season of 1881 and 1882. For
further particulars see auction column,
For Scrap Baskets go to Kendall & Whitnovl2eod2w
neys.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 3 p. m. today. on the premises, the valuable real estate
ooruer of Centre street and Cobb’s court, consisting of a two story house, eight finished
rooms, Sebago water, &c. See auction column,
Kendall & AVhitney have a large variety
of plain and fancy Baskets for the Holiday
novl2eod2w
trade.

NOVEMBER

Superior Court.
1881, BEFORE JUDGE

CIVIL TERM,

BON

NEY.

Wednesday—Arthur H. Harris vs. John T. Hays
Utt. Action to recover for labor and material in
buildi g the African < hurch on Mouutfort street in
this city in 1866. Hays itt was pastor of the society. but has been a* sent from ,he State since 180W.
liefenrtan- claims tint he never was a party to the
contract, but that if he was, it was a joint contract
commitupon his pa t with others ..f the building
tee and that in i«7 tb s plaintiff sued the other
member of the building ommittee and judgment
was rendered ag-inst lb plaintiff; that the judgment n that s It, it being a suit upon this tdenti al
contract, is a bar to the plaintiff’s recovery In this
The Court so ruled, but as it appea ed in tessuit
it
timony that the contract, if in wruiug, is lost, i
or not
was lef: M Jhe jury to determine whether
former suit
was a joint contract, and whether the
embraced this saute .cause of action. The jury re
I hey also
turned a verdict for tins deieudant.
found specially that Hay,is hay jlhf-n fully paiy
Haskell— arletou for dett.
Floyd for plff.
Joe. ph M. Tolford, appellant, vs. James A. orette. Action against a minor to recover $1.25 for
repairing and pressing a pair ot pants. The guardian appeared and deteuded on the ground that the
service!,

were

not necessary

J’. A. JIM

Municipal Court.
KSUOHT.

iotojjc&tion.
WedkesdaT ■—John H. Malloy,
and costs on each case.
Same. Assault. Fined
IntoxicaJames Me Andrews and >V. C. Merrill.
Uon. Fined ?."> And costs.
Thomas Re» don, Jon Reardon, Darnel Conoen,
PatThomaeO Malle, Patrick LUtle, John Brogan,
AlcAvinrick Coni}, Thomas Conway and Michael

malicious mlachi -f. Ooneen discharged. ConThe rest tinea $5 and
wav ten days in county jail.
1-0 ooats.
uil.

______________

Brief jottings.
Fine day yesterday. Wind west, northwest
and southwest. Mercury 30° at sun rise, 42° at
noon, 40° at sunset.
Caroo steamer, No. 5, was engaged yesterday
forenoon in pumping out the reservoir in Market Square.
Officers Garland and Sterling yesterday arrested Augustus Smith, of Bangor, for stealing a quantity of old metal from the Falmouth
Hotel.

Tire Portland Cadets invited the Tillsoo
their
Light Infantry of Rockland to attend
coming ball, but tbe Rocklaud company have
declined, with regrets.
The fire loss In Portland for the month ending Nov. 15th was 52000.
The Samaritan Association will meet this afternoon pith Mrs. C. H. Green, No. 318 Spring
street.

16th.
The Stoddard lectures will begin Dec.
It is understood that the contract between
been
tbe Allan line and Grand Trunk has

signed.

to
Tbe next steamer of the Dominion line
sail for
arrive will be the Montreal. She will

this port shortly.
Mrs. Hunt Morgan will give a Bible reading
at the Gospel Mission this evening at 7J o’clock.
All are Invited.
The Grand Army fair netted about 52000.
F. T. Littlefield has on exhibition in hie
store window, corner of Free and Cross streets,
worn by
a pair of gold epaulets which were
Adjutant General A. B. Thompson, of Bruns,
trick, in the Madawaska war of 1838 and 183£

and

are

in

good

Augusta,

we

members
present
noticed, Prof. Packard of Brunswick, Rev.
Dr. Warren, Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Rev.
Gen. John M. Brown, Or.
H. S.

Barrage,
Wm. Wood, E. H. Elwell, S. T. Pickard,
Henry Deering, Geo. F. Talbot, Mr. Barrows
of Fryeburg, M. N. Rich, John T. Hull,
Judge Symonds and others.
The exercises of the afternoon opened by
the reading of the report of the librarian and
From
cabinet keeper, Mr. H. W. Bryant.
this report we learn that since the annual
meeting in July the acquisitions to the library

foot up 216 bound volumes and 206 pamphletB,
some of the prominent donations and exchanges being from the following persons:
Department of the Interior, Washington;
Miss Ellen D Lamed, Connecticut; Dr. S. A.
Green, Boston; Lieut. Geo. Holden; Geo. Wm.
Boyd; Judge A. W. Paine, Bangor; Rev. C.
Mrs J. E, Moore,
H. Pope, ThomaBton:
Thomaston; Geo. A. Thomas, Portlaud;
Horatio Hight, Portland; Gen. J. P. Cilley,
Rockland; N. J. Historial Society; PennsylThomas C.
vania Historical Society; Col.
Amory; State Department of Maine; State
Department of Vermont; State Department of
Michigan: City of Baltimore; Samuel Walcott, O’eveland, O.; Mr. Phenix, New York;
Jeremiah Colburn, Boston;
Capt. J. McLellan, P inland; Dr J. F. Pratt, Chelsea;
Mrs. Elliott Smith, Norway; Ohas H. Hart,
Philadelphia, and many others who are
named by the librarian as having presented
one or two pamphlets each.
The additions to the cabinet are reported as
follows:
H. S. Thrasher—Ancient theodolite and two
commissions issued to Beuj. Thrasher.
Perez G. Dnukwater—Aucient cutlass.
F. G. Forsvth—MS. Forsyth pedigree.
UUI1U

VJ.

condition.

Irish Land League.
Both branches of the Irish Land League will
meet this evening for the purpose of making
Shee
arrangements for the reception of Father

at City
hy and T. M. Healy, M. P.,who lecture
Hall on the Irish Land question on the 24th
last.
The Ladies’ Land League hold a specia
meeting to appoint a committee to act in con
junction with a similar committee of the Gen
tleman’s branch. It is earnestly desired tha
will be a
every member be present. Tickets
the meeting this evening for distribution.
as ;
Father Sheeby is an eloquent as well
by tb
His

imprisonment
patriotic priest.
o
government has increased his hatred
t>
England, and great interest is manifested
of th
hear this advanced representative
British

of Ireland.
*
T. M. Healy, M. P., is only twenty-six year
Hi
of age. He is a journalist by profession.
a
work on the Irish Land question is an able
well as forcible presentation of the issues re[
the Land League. Mr. Healy i 8

arifMithoGd

resented by
also an eloquent speaker.
Seldom have the people of Portland an o|
such able represents
port unity of listening to
Ireland s s
tives of the clergy and laity of
ii
Father SheebyaudMr. Healy. Appearances
house an “
dicate that they will meet a crowded

JL UftCOUUl

J-xXLivluUu

A'iOUVU

dug up iu Portland.

of 32 visiting
H. W. Bryaut—Collection
cards used by distinguished men and women,
in frame.
J. H. Larason—Collection of cabinet photographs, in frame.
J. F. Pratt, Chelsea—Photographs.
E. M. Patten, Sin Francisco—Cards, autographs, &c.
Nathaniel Pearson—Bronze medal granted
to

Zaohary Taylor.

H. W. Longfellow—Moccasins of Rain-inthe face, who killed Gen. Ouster.
M. N. Rich—Map of the United States, 1820,
MSS. and newspapers.
C. A. Norton, Washington—MSS. and commissions.
M. F. King—Photograph of Lancaster Hill.
Geo. W. Royd—Bullets and fragments of
Hotchkiss shell, from Vicksburg.
Geo. Walker—Ballast stone, 1775.
Charles Rogers—Ship’s passport.
Geo. S. Hunt—Photograph of old house on
India street.
Dr. H. C. Leveusaler, Thomaston—Autograph letter from Cape H. Mowatt.
Charles M. Gore—Newspapers, broadsides
and pamphlets.
Rev. H. S. Barrage—Door lock and hinges
from Knox mansion.
Mrs. Elliot Smith, Norway—Taber money,
broadsides and circulars.
Cyrus Woudinau, Cambridge, Mass.—2 vols.
of letters relating to 33d regiment of infantry,
war of 1812, commanded oy Col. I-aac Lane.
Horatio Highi—Report on town line between
Falmouth and ScaiOoro, 187U
caricaLieut. Geo. Walden—Lithograph
tures, old coins, Alaska idol, African arrows,
&c.
The work of cataloguing the library has now
extended through the departments of Biog-

raphy, Genealogy, Indian, North America,
Early Voyages and Maine local history.
The special need of the library is work for
reference.
The librarian suggests that Feb. 5ch, 1882,
will be the (jOch anniversary of tlja incorporation of the sooiety, and April ilth the anniversary of its organization, and that these are
suitable dates for meetings.
Hon. Joseph Williamson of Belfast real an
interesting paper on Gen. Kuox of which the

following is an abstract:
MEMOIR

_

Verdict for the plaintiff for #6.60. Counsel for
tbe pUjntifi immediately remitted all above the
#1.25 maimed.
..

BEFORE JUDGE

City
This society met at their rooms
Hall at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon accordHon. J. W. Bradbury of
ing to programme.
President of the Society, in the
in

unable to

business; I procured your Burdock

to

Interesting Papers Read.

Among prominent

Brunswick,

CITY AND

FALL MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION.

chair.

•*
Jellersou’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.

^

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

OF

GEN. KHOX

After referring to the fact that he held in
his hand a little pamphlet entitled “A catalogue of BookH, Imported and to be Sold by
Henry Knox at the London Bookstore, a little
C irnifill.
southward oi the Townhouse in
Boston, 1772,” Mr. Williamson said that the
recent visit of the Society to the house of
Knox in Maine and the more recent commemoration of the scene in which he was an
actor, made appropriate a review of his life
and character.
Henry Knox was born in Boston, July 25th,
1750 in an obscure house on Sea street which
His paternal auce-lors were
is stilt standing.
Scotch-Irish, a race whose stock mingling with

Saxon, procuring such as Stark, Fulton,
Knox was
Calhoun and Horace Greeley.
honest, generous, Bolt-sacriOctnyvvtT8 intimate
Washington,
and
companion of
friend
baud and
streughteuiug the great commander’s
”ae
on every occasion.
heart
his
encouraging
writer gave a very minute aud interesting acaud
throughout the
count of Knox’s life up to

the

Revolution, much of which was, of course,
historical, and inolndiug a reference to the
fall of Yorktown and surrender of Cornwallis
which Knox did so much to briug about.
of 1783
Daring the period between the peace
aud the adoption of the constitution, five
that of
years later, a period more critical than
the war itself, Kuox’s aoprehensions were
He wrote to
freely and feelingly expressed,
Washington saying “there mast be a general
local
legislatures,
government of unity, as the
retard
most naturally and necessarily tend to
which
is
kind.
warning
other
Something
any
must speedily be supplied or we shall be inof
and
volved in all the horrors of failure,
civil .war, without a prospect oh its terminaread from Knox to
A letter was
tion.”
Washington on the subject of a proper form
of government, in whfch too plan of the conthe United States, afterwards
stitution of
con-,
adopted, was shadowed forth. After that
Its
stilution was adopted, aud previous to
ratification by the people, Washington said,
the
“should
the
document,
to
when about
sign
the
states reject this excellent constitution,
never
probability is that an opportunity will
in
peace—
again be afforded to cancel another
the next wil) be drawn in blood.” Knox
to Lafayette.
views
similar
wrote expressing
When Washington formed his cabinet JIuox
The vigor and
was mane
secretary of war.
disactivity shown by Knojp as a general he
framed a
played as a statesman. He early
militia system, aud was guided iu his poliov
towards the Indian tribes by enlarged and
On the question of forming a
liberal views.
national bank, the cabinet was divided, Kuox
and Hamilton being in favor of sucli a bauk.
The president sustained the notion and the
United States bank was established.
Alter the war broke out between England
and France, the question arose whether the
minister from France should be received. A
.. U

__Lim

1
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lowpnvn

sirs
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w--iV

and Knox teat
ground advauced by Hamilton
The
no fixed government existed in France.

of their
soundness
result established the
Jefferson aud Knox who disagreed in
views.
the cabinet at firet before the dose of the adOur navy, idenministration were in unity.
tified with our country’s glory, owes its existence to Knox.
...
At the close of 1794 Knox retired from public
life. The President reluctantly accepted his
resignation, and wrote him a most cornphAt Boston he was honored
meutary letter.
with a public dinner aud similar demoustra
tious met him at Thomaston, which he had
selected for his future home. Through his
a
daughter of General
mother, who was
inherited a
Knox
large
Waldo, Mrs.
the "Waldo
knowu as
land
of
tract
counties
the
ol
Patent,’’ comprising portions
of Penobscot, Waldo aud Knox. The remaining shores Gen. Knox acquired by purchase.
Here he applied his energies to cultivating his
estate, aud established his residence near the
village of Tuomaston* erecting a spacious
mauBim, three stories iu height, with corresponding outbuildings, all iu the style of a
French chateau. The mansion was situated
...

on a

swelling slope commanding

a

splendid

BARON RUDOLPH.

died at the age of 56. He was buried on the
banks of the Georges, and Mrs. Kuox followed
him to the grave fourteen years afterwards.
All of the twelve childreu have deceased, the
family name is extinct, and Montpelier no
Knox was above medium
longer stands.
height aud inclined to corpulency. Many good
anecdotes were related bearing upon his figure
aud stoutness. His forehead was low, face
large and full, hair short in front, standing up,
and powdered and queued. His eyes were
small, gray aud brilliant. His mind was powerful, rapid and decisive. He was frank, gennot au ora*
erous, sincere and just. Although
tor he spoke to the point, and lie had a magnetism that attached all to him by bonds of
■teel. He was a man of strict lutegr ty and
believed in an overruling Providence.
The paper was received with great applause,
and several gentlemen expressed the pleasure
in visiting Montpelier last

Next Friday night George S. Knight and
Mrs. Knight will appear at Portland Theatre
in “Baron Rudolph.” The Knights are very
popular here and the tickets are selling well at
the box office.

particula»ly in staccato,impassages, are quite exceptionable in the
portant regard of the delivery of the voice, is

fluent and so biilliaut that the
alternately
people are astonished and delighted by her
performance. And well they may be so. It is
very rarely that such vocal feats are performed
with such delicate aud facile skill. Her success in New York at her debut was very great.
She was twice recal led three times amid the
most enthusiastic applause.
Seats can be secured at Stockbridge’s music
store.
so

continue their work.

The Society then adjourned until the
ing meeting at 7.30 o’clock.

The Kennebec Journal speaks very highly
of the concert given in that city by the Cecilia
Quartette. Each of the members, Misses
Milliken, Bartlett, Bryant and Mrs. Morrisou
received especial mention and commendation,
while Mr. Murray’s
accompaniments were
much liked.
The Robson and Crane tickets will probably
be in gre at demand when sold next Monday.

EVENING.

THE

There was a very much larger attendance in
the evening aud much interest manifested.
Hou. J. W. Brad bury’8 memoir of Justice
Clifford was an admirable and discriminating
tribute to the great juris«, being substantially
the same as delivered before the Circuit Court
ou the occasion of his death.
Mr. Goold’8 paper detailed the eminent
vices of Lafayette in the field in this country
aud in the Freuch court, where his great inti ueuce was used to procure material aid as
well as moral support to the struggling AmeriHis enthusiastic reception on the
can armies.
occasion of his visit to this country in 1824 was
graphically described. Especial interest, however attached to that part describing the Marquis’ reception in Portland. Gen. Sami. Fessenden acted as marshal ou the occasion, Stephen Longfellow making the welcoming address.
*Beautitul arches were erected upou the princibuuu

iubwi^uuuo

recommeuded by many
Physicians and costs only 25 cents a bottle.

have

suggestion

sale at

the society to have the power of appointing
the same.
The meeting then adjourned, an opportunity being given to all to examine an autograph
letter of Lafayette, aud lithograph portraits of
Louis Phillip and the Marquis, the property of

^B^^M
—
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■Am

grivo

oatiifactioii.

We have the largest variety and
can be
bargains that
found
anywhere. Prices from
50 cis. to $‘4.00 per yard.
1 Lor of mixed Heather Cloth,
in plain -nd stripe, for $1.50.
These goods are not sold less than
iii.i.O They are lieaticr than
Lades’ Cloth, and are adapt'd
for winter wear, and are the popular material in other markets
for that use.
The best Black Cashmere that
can be found in any luurkef, at
50cts. per yard.
the I> st

our

before

stock

purchasing

incareful
elsewhere, as a
spection will convince everyone

of t.

Send ad-

e

Black and Colored Dress or ( looking
Velvet, from 18 inch, 20 inch and 22
ineli in Colored to 27 inch in Black.
Black St'ipe Velvet for Over Dresses,
hia <-k Brocade Velvet for Over Dresses
and Cloaks.

CASHMERE

Adm’r,
meBMINOT WILLIAMS of Bowdoin, Me.,w3w4o
New Gloucester, Nov. 1st, 1881.

SHAWLS.
In

Broche Square, or Long
India and Trench effect

Striped

MU nation Wanted.
SALESMAN having two years experience

in

wholesale Boot and Shoe Business; capable

of commanding a good t* a 'e is no w o> en for an
salesman.
gagement either as travelling or store
Address, “SALESMAN,” this office.

*

«

rocks, the pyramids, &o. Posts
lintel
with a cross piece on their tops led to toe
The arch originated with
or Grecian system.
in

on-

A

PosilloI1B'_novlTdlm

FOR

by the brethren
ended as to rendei

manner

The discusni' n was so ex
postponement of Rev. Mr
necessary the
next
Monday morning
till
Jaques’ paper
are to preseui
wiieu he and Rev. Mr. Whittier

view of ten miles in extent down the Georges’
Its premises were unequalled for beauriver.
In this
ty and symmetry in New Engl nd.
charming spot to which he gave the name of
and
chilwife
Montpelier, in the society of bis
against probatioi
dren, Knox enjoyed a larger degree of happiness “The scripture arguments
be heh
Here he exafter death.”. The next meeting is to
than he had ever before kuowu.
Mrs.
Cousiderabli
tended a most generous hospitality.
church
vestry,
St.
in Chestnut
Knox, when upwards of sixty, is described as
enthusiastic reception.
spiritual interest is being enjoyed by Congres
a remarkably fine looking woman,with brilliant
St. M E. church, five new ones went forwan
black eyes aud blooming complexion. She had
Drowned
Meeting ever, r
a mind of high cast and exerted a great iutlufor prayer ou Tuesday night.
of a ma n
Yesterday afternoon the dead body
w eek commencing at 7..10.
a
ence overall with whom she came in contact.
this
evening
Portlan
near
was found floating in the water
In society she was commanding and gave a
an
Y. M. O A. Week of Prayer.
From fat
tone to the manners of the time.
Pier. It was got out as soon as possible
of the prayer meeting at the Y. M
ir
The
near distinguished people came to pay
and
Undertaki
and
topic
Hall
word was sent to Coroner
On the Fourth ol
court to the happy couple.
last evening was, “I pray the*
A.
rooms
e
tl
C.
in
Kich. An examination disclosed papers
1795, he entertained “a small company
July,
xiv: 19-24.
excused”—Luke
e
tl
me
have
Among the celeof five hundred people.”
pockets of the dead man’s coat, bearing
ar
The topics for the remainder of the week
is witl tbrated exiles who visited him were Louis
name of W. G. Patch of Bethel, which
and his brothers, the Duke of Montrfollows:
Phillips
as
pe
unfortunate
the
the
name
of
t>ut doubt
mal
pensier, Count de Becaujolais, the Duke ol
Thursday, Nov.17 -Opposite characters Lufc
He was seen wandering about Comme
eon.
and the celebrated Talleyrand
Liancourt,
choices—Mark x:17--2;
opposite
ing
ir
one
Curious stories were related of the latter,
cial street yesterday afternoon hut the manm
xxiii:39-43.
the
that he was the illegitimate child of the pretty
of his death is not known.
Friday, Nov. 18—Approving Actsrightxxv
daughter of a fisherman aud the captain of £
Doing the wrong. —Bom. m 17*«9;
Mr. Patch, the coroner ascertained, was tl e
national ship which touched on'the
French
24-27
0
tl
who
that
and
formerly kept
an<
husband of Mrs. Patch,
ooast of Maine forty years before,
Saturday, Nov. 19—The invitation,
taken away by a
was
xxii:l7
restaurant at the St. Julian Hotel. He was » his mother dying, he
God’s time for accepting it.—Bev.
he
was de
who
declared
French
gentleman
Cor. vi:2*
contractor, and last September worked on tli e
scended from a noble family in France. W<
se:
The public is cordially invited to these
Cumberland Mills dam. A short time ago 1 1 may know more about this when the autobiog
vessel late y
to the world. Tin 1
vices.
went on a fishing cruise, and the
raphy of Talleyrand is given sto.
--:—Lout ,
to
y of
memoir also included the
returned to Gloucester. Patch'then came
Larceny.
,
ha bPhillips’s offer of marriage to the beautiful Mis
Lord
Ashbur
of
afternoon’s 5 o’clock train brougl
Portland. He was a man of intemperate
wife
afterwards
Yesterday
Bingham,
the word 1
he fell overboard. T 10
Lowell.
ton, while her father declined with
its and it is supposed
to this city detective Hayes of
Pat :b
“Should you be restored to your heredttor.
woman named Clifford sto.
a
that
coroner declared aninquestunnecessary.
for
her
appears
match
kingdom you will be too great a
of wea
Knox’ !
was 45 years of age.
from a lady’e house, in that city, a lot
if not she is too great a match for you.
charity was not confined to great exiles. Th \ ing apparel v alued at $75, and the detectiv<
Hurley’s Casefolio*
poor exile, the weary missionary, the distresse
has decided to hold m
ascertaining she had come to Portland,
He one 3
Coroner Dennis Tobin
adventurer, found iu him a friend.
with the deteotivi
or
s
Marshal
ed
her.
Hurley
Bridges,
of
Indian
of
tribe
remains
young
the
whole
Penobscot
invited
inquest over the
found the woman at a house on Free st-ru
Tuesday moi n- to visit him, and eutertaiued them for severa l
Hooley, who died so suddenly
recovered ■
he
t
days. He also corresponded w!th men (
to
sat.sfy
and arrested her. The goods were
au
lug. This course will be taken
learning and distinction all over Europe
and the Pullman train this morning took hi
icororer believ
tho
ostal
induced
He
because
and
not
America.
immigration by
family
Mr. Hayes says our poli(
back to Lowell.
been a ay
lishing several extensive branches of business
from investigation, that there has
catch criminals pretty quick.
on the salubrity of the climati i.
and
dwelling
foul play.
___

AND

We have just added to our stock all the
desirablec«l«rs in Oeruiaiitown worsted,
Beckham, Saxony, Scotch and Domestic
Yarns.

Kid

5

’g1

Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s
Ninderwear in every grade.
The Celebrated HATHAWAY COTTON
UNDERWEAR, for Ladies and Gentlemen, that need no other recommendation
than t his notice.
_

GO
TO

twood k
0

COdt£

dtf

to show an immense s*ock of
We are now
Oar robes are all plutk
Wolf and Buffalo Hob s.

novl7

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
NalearMU IN
V. 0.

E. T. MERRILL.

wun

ROBES,
WOLF
ROBES.
ready

lined, and the prices

Difficult

E.T. MERRILL
Solid Leather

PORTER KNITTING YARN, Red, (8
shades,) Blue, (8 shades,) Iron Gray,
Silver Gray, Brown and Black, Price 20
skein.

a

STAPLES.
^tf

HORATIO
novl6

Hare made very extensive
for the

preparations

this season, and to

enable those who

wish to avoid the great crowd always

attending the last few days, will open
for retail

on

WEDNESDAY, 16th,

one

or

HORSE
year we have put in twenty-five styles of
Horse Blankets, and the prices are way down.
This

GLOVES

what
at 50

see

ever

All

shown in New England.
are

Invited to examine.

novl5-dtf

IF
You want Towel Racks, Slipper and
Magaziue Backs, Brackets in Walimt and Ebony, Frames in
Vel*et, Plush, Wold, Ebony for Cabinet Pictures, and a flue
liue of Art

Woods,

( AM. ON

STUBBS

BROS.,

16 TEMPLE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME
A very fine line of Christmas Cards.
■

eodtf

$1.

BAGS

Hosiery
low

We have Zinc, Canvas and Sole Leather trunks
also make them to order.

we

ex-

SILK HATS!

prices.

Our Young Gen s’ and Broadway f ilk hats are sellsilk hat
ing very ast $3 00 will buv a new style
and
We have all the la’e New York, Pbi adelphia
in
hata
variety*
great
stiff bats, also children’s

We have just received a small lot of
all
Children’s fine
wool Scarlet vests and
pants, in Seconds, all
sizes subject to small
darned places, that we
shall offer very cheap,
so don’t wait a week
and expect to find a
full line of sizes.
Don’t buy a gossamer Rubber Waterproof for Ladies and
Children until
you
ATfliriiTied

COE,
THE
HAT TER
197 Middle Street.
■odtt

bot!2_

APPLES.
Nodheads-

Nonesuch,
Baldwins, &c.
-FOB SALE BY-

ours

w. M. MAXIM & CO.,

at $1.50. We warrant
every one to give per-

Wholesale Dealers in Fruit and Prodnce,

103 & 105 Commerciil Street. tUw

nov8

fect satisfaction.
Woolens and
In
Cloakings we can show
you

some

Winter Undershirts and Drawers
from 25 cts. and

splendid

From $2.«S
ml wool

np to genuine
Blankets at
a

pair.

upward.

HORATIO STAPLES

bargains.

B. C. JORDAS, Allred, Maine.

BLANKETS.

1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.

500 OOO if. Oak, for Car

Timber,

Plank and Timber.
We have just se- Ship
500 000 ft. Hemlock.
ft. 7-8 dry pine box
cured a large lot from if 100.000
i
a forced sale that wc
can sell cheaper than
Undervests and Drawers at lowest
you can buy elsewhere
possible prices.
)
th<
is
STAPLES.
Comparison
HORATIO
test of cheapness.
Examine our good} , OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS.
old fashioned
XX7E
Yf
perfect condition, which
and prices before yoi L reasonable
Grandfather’s Clocks,
prices.
1

I

ha»e
in

a

few set* of

we

Andirons
will Fell a
all

Also

spend your

in r mining order,

money.

oct24

can

ft Co’s,
^“lUNT
210 Fore St., rortland. Me.

_dlm

DRESS-FLANNELS

BLANKETS!

BLANKETS!

ANU

—

the finest and most extensive assortments of both useful and fancy articles

different patterns,

TRUNKS

styles at
prices.

irom 7o ana

liavA

low.

LAP
ROBES.

marfeod down

ceedingly

are

some

Those Donga Boots!!. in great variety at
the
Durable Stock
in
Feet.

oetSdtf

Consignments solicited.

We have in stock about fhirty
elegant designs in plu h.

offering

New

AI LKN.

Blankets

you

and

0. W.

sale of Furniture and General Merchanevery Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.

dise
m.

CORSETS
we are

Exchange Mi.

BAILEY,

Regular

Don’t buv
until

dtd

some

very choice
low
very

Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

consisting

Tap-

Ulsters

YOUR'
T
EYES

Furniture,

at
a. m., at
sell
18 E<
street we
and recond-hand furnkure,
in part
of n. W. and Ash Chamber sets. Parlor sets,
Spring Rockers Lou ge-, B, W. and Marble Top
Tables, Paav CUa rs in liair clotu atm emuuei, t>. rr.
and Agfa
h«tcn»iv.u
Hair aud ► xceisior
Mattrassts, Parlor and Cook Stoves, ten Misfit
new

AND

Place

AUCTIONEERS.

New and Second-hand

Dolmans

I

516 Congress St. Horatio
nov!7

noTll dtd

price $1.

Towels, we can show
you
inches, Weight 7 1-2

$tO

509 Congress St.

HOY 12

F. 0. BAILEY & t0.,

Twills,

Damask

novlo

mum k LITTLE

We shall sell on THURSPAY, Not. 17th at 3
o’clo« k p. m the property southerly corner Centre
Street and Cobb’s Court, consisting of 2 story house
and brick Dasement arranged for store, 8 finis ed
rooms, Sebago water, &c. Will be sold without reserve.
For further information call upon

former

MAMMOTH

Size 23 by 43
ouuces, plump.

AUCTION.

estry Carpets, Mirrors, Dining Chairs, Pictures, old
Antique Bureaus, Mauds, Crockery and Glass ware,
Kitchen Furniture, &c dte.
F. O. BAILEY A CO„ Am Is.

ST.,

HOLIDAYS

We are constantly addin? Fancy Goods
to our stock. Tidies, Buttons, Sil» Mittens, Woolen Mittens, «ilk Hosiery, W-oi
Hosiery and Fleeced Hosiery, Knit Jackets for Ladies, in Foreigu and Domestic
Goods, Fur Trimmings and Plu;h Trimmiugs, iu all widths, Linen Handkerchiefs for Ladies and Geutlemen, Passamemories and Fringes in Black, Knitting Silk, Corsets, Hamburg*, Lsces in
Wh te Antique, Nottingham, Tm chon and
Cotton Lace, Black Spanish. French and
Maltese Lace, Black and Spotted Nets,
Ties, and Fichues.

BY

Cloaks,

Gloves.

Goods.

Desirable Real Estate, Corner of Cen*
tre Street and Cobb’s I ourt,

endtf

Linen

CO., Auctioneer*.

Carpets, dfcc., by Auction.
Cordu10
SATURDAY, Nov. 10th,
Shoo- ON Salesroom
shall
change

India

FBBBLE HOUSE.

octO

etc

F. O. BAILEY Ac
novl6 dtd

I3XT

Wyer Greene & Co.,
OPP.

day 16th.

Gilbert’s Suitings and
Basket Cloths in great
variety at low prices.
Among the lots to
which we would call
special attention are
German Plaids and Invisible Checks at 75c,
former price $1; 1 lot
Scotch mixtures 62c,
former price 87 l-2c;
1 lot Silk and Wool
Plaids at 50c, former
price 75c; 1 lot fine
all wool dress goods,

Evening

480 CONGRESS

ON

inphpfi wwIa

OWEN, MOORE

EYE
:
GLAS
UNDERWEAR.
SES

_

on

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in B[and and
Mach>ne Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois Lined Goat
Ladies’
Boo s, warm and nice.
Hiab Cot, Scallop Top, Cupacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Fancy

SPE
CTA
CLES

_

of

&thool Boots, 91.00

We would call special attention to a
lot of Ken! Kid Gloves, 2-buttou, at the
low price of To cents per pair.

tion.
.vas
The meeting of the above association
held in Pine St. M. E. vestry on Monday
read, his essay
morning. Rev. E S. Staekpole
Sanctification” which was dison

YYe will mention some

Specialties:

Mieses

—

Worsteds

novl<d3t*

SALESMAN and book-keeper in the Varnish
andOi' business. Addre s aithrelerence P O.
Box 1019 Portland. Thi« is a good opportunity
useful m
fra young man who can make himself
toth

into the
the Romans. This was developed
the
dome. The pointed arch characterizes
the saliGothic system. Pictures illustrating
were exhibited
ent features of these systems
a
with the stereoplicon, giviug the audience
of this phase
very satisfactory demonstration
of art.
_
Portland Methodist Ministers Associa-

Daily receiving Fall and WinStyles in Fine Boots and Shoes

Startlingly Low Prices in Children’s Goods!
Children’s Soring Heel Extension Edge
Boots, iu a variety of Stock.

Yarns

WANTED.

TT-irvntiqn

ter

dtf

THE

17th, 1881,

Are

or

—AND

new Draw in the Eastern Rail Road Bridge
having been accepted by the Harbor Commit!
The
sioners is now' open for ihe pa?sag^ of vessels.
old Draw will be closed after this date.
novl7d3t
Nov. 16th. 1681.

Nov

STAPLES’

The most eaav flitting and
Market. Great attention given to

NOTICE.

Portland,

COTTONS

in vfld BininHIiiMi. CHEAP. At

THEN

w3w46*

OLIVE S. CAMPBELL, ’ate of New Gloucester,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the lawgdirects.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are reand a'l persons m
same:
the
quired to exhibit
aebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

aud modern architecture from its simple origin.
th e
The cave, tent and house frame suggested

UNBLEACHED

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Bools. E. T. JIEKBILL
Is making a specialty of
them.

Notice

A

Manufacturer’s Remnants

Clothing,

THURSDAY, Nov. 17, at 10 a. m. and 3 p
m., at Salesroom 18 Exchange street, we shall
sell a manufacturer's sample line of Ladies’ Cloaks
in Circulars, Sacques, Ulsters, Fur Trimmed and
Plain Cloths, Beaver*, Novelties, Ac. These are
de irable and stylish goods manufactured for the
season of 1881 and 1882.
Also, at came time,
Cl< thing, Cloths, Fa cy Good?, Mil i> ery, <*c. to
close comdgnments. Cloaks on exhibition Wednes-

prices.

Wool

Fonle,

DCCT

Volrcis*

is hereby riven, thatth6
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
of the esupon himself the trust of Administrator
tate of

------Ttlrn

fuets we mention.

GIVEN,,

Freeport, Nov. 15th, 1881.

TOC re-

Store open every

street and evening wear, that
he found East of New York,
and we offer them at tow«er prices
than Hie
same
goods can be
found in any mark-1.
We have tile best Black Silk for
$1.50 per yard la Portland. We
invite ail customers looking for
oteb goods to cull and examine

that the
IS IIEREKV
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix
of the Will of
CONSTANT CONVERSE late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon berself that trust by given bonis as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
make payment to
are called upon to
SUSAN M. CONVERSE, Executrix.

STREET.

ELM

dlf

Fancy Goods, &c.

rette, Armure,
dahs, Camel’s Hair,

‘‘DOMESTIC” ROOMS

BOOTS

«<-r

■>

All

m.

75 Fine Cloaks,

extremely low prices.

Goods. WYERGREE.YE&CO

,.iv.
jiaminn..,^.
directions for the
tng
treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 cts. and CO cts. per

NOTICE

of all kinds neatly and promptly executed. Orders ny mail will receive prompt
attention. Send for our new illustrated
Catalogue of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the

Dress

lor

UUVA 4

Also, wholesale and retail dealer In
needles for all machines, Oils ana Attachments.

HORATIO

full

--

So. 12 Elm St., Portland, Me.

7.30 p.

m., 2.30 and

novl6

Black Satins, Colored Silks and Satins,
Surah Silks and Silk
Novelties, in all desirable shades. BLACK
GOODS, in great variety of new fall styles,
that we shall offer at

FrankP. Moss, Agt.,

12

a.

At Auction.

at very low

BROADWAY, NSW YORK.

NO.

10

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

BLACK SILKS

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE CO,

can

Sold everywhere.
Henry. Johnson & Lord. Proprietors.
Bnrlington, Vt.

for Chica-

«

Stripe and Mixed.
1 he above huve been purchased recently at a low reduction
from drsl prices of this season.
Cloaking Plusnes iu 54 in. Curricle and Plain, that cannot be
ors.

to have the largest
variety of Black and
Corded Silks, Satins Merveillem,
iStiudama-, Satin Broeaoes, both

bottle.

ner,

A

Trimming Plushes, in all col-

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted to
dress

Ancient and Modern Architecture.
third
Bev. C. A. Dickinson delivered the
veslecture in the young people’s course at the
last evening.
try of the Second Parish churoh
manThe lecturer, in a very orderly and clear
unfolded the complex subject of ancient

able

market.

and best

most cases

^

passengers,
The
Earl, T. H. Bedditt and H. Hamilton.
of 2,360 tons
steamer brought a heavy cargo
the Canadas.
most of wh'ch is destined for
were fifty
Among the Portlaud consignments
barrels of grapes for Perry & Flint and eight
& Co.,
packages of magnesia for J. W. Perkins

an

We also call attention to our
of Pln-hes. colored and
black, for Cloaks and Jackets;
price: from $3.00 to $9.00 per
yard; the higher grades being tin
how
iu the
back, u-Uita mu
line

We claim

Bums and Scalds,
Sciatica, Fackacfte,
Frosted Feet and

One trial will prove its
merits.
Its effects are in

gm

arfor Portland on the 4th inst. The steamer
rived at her dook at about 6 o’clock yesterday
morning. She reports an excellent passage
uther during nearlv the entir®
aud fine
3be brought forty passengers all
voyag
bound tor Canada. Five of them were cabin
H. J. McGuinis, T. Harmon, P.

“Pope

PLUSHES.

SILKS.

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, See., on
HORSES.

Arrival of the OntarioThe 6taamer Ontario, Capt. Williams of the
Dominion line, sailed from Liverpool, direct

cussed in

iiilii,

OEars,

parish

on

THE BEST

and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Sjo-

temples

ADVERTISEMENT^

hJ

The announcement that Secretary Blaine
a Southern tour this winter is received vvitli manifest pleasure m that section
of tlie country, and in »«m local*'®* extrhim a
action lias already been taken assuring
Brencordial welcome. The city council of
the
to
lam. Ter-s. has officially extended
or tnat city
retar” an iuvwon -ra-w-cue guoac
are
during his stay in Texas, and preparations
in
him
style, If
royal
entertain
to
bein'* made
he provided
he accepts. Special trains will
him
and heid at l’is command to transport
Lone Star
the
in
to
go
wherever lie may de-ire
be in waitState, aud the k>ctl dignitaries will
citing upon him. Atlanta and others Southern
visit
a
receive
ies have signified a desire to
to
entertain
aud
propose
from the Secretary,
him with proper honors. Mr. Blaine has given
evidence of his faith in the future of the south
in a most substantial manpey. He has invested a large sum of money, estimated from
8100,000 to 8300.000 in that section. He is a
mall of notable magnetio
powers. He popularizes himself wherever he goes, and it is safe
a tour through
from
return
will
to say that lie
the South, at this time, with a large addition
of admirers.— Washington Star.
to his

yard.

wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Cq., Portland,

Sprains, Bruises,

contemplated

tlio

per

NEURALGIA,
= CRAMPS,

Among the Maine graduates of the Dartmouth Medical School are L. O. Buzzoll of
Dayton, H. S. Deering, Waterboro; J. N.
Hathaway, Presque Isle; E. M. Plummer, N.
Windham; C. W. Bay, Divor; W. S. Thompson, Kenuebunk; J. M. Turner, Leeds Centre.

—

in

9

mouth.

no

when

and

wn

2e

office in Centennial Block.
Mr. Burdit, of Bardit & North, agent for
Mr. Stoddard, is in town.
Mr. Joel), agent for Strakosch is at the Fal-

-7

preci ted, »nd

REMEDY

ted wiih him Edward Woodman, Esq., a very
promising young lawyer, the son of Hon. (?£r.iq Woodman of Cambridge.
They have an

_l 'a

a,

after

EXTERNAL

Hon. Geo. F. E nery for many years clerk of
the U. S. Circuit Court for Maine, aud mere
lately editor of the Boston Post, has resumed
the practice law of iu this city. He has associa-

e

been kn

—m

rill, Now Gloucester, Samuel Skofield, Brunswick, Samuel T. Bradbury, Limerick, Nelker
D. Haskell, Poland, Am«riah Frost, Portland.

vi

known and

loj>g

JL^m FORJWAI^ANDJSEAST.

old._

Personal,
The following additional Custom House inspectors have been appointed:
Noah B. Hubbard, Hiram, David W. Mer-

iuiui3

long

NEW

Mr. Goold, and by nim certified to be upwards

tJa 11 .y

been

does live.-

appreciated, and
you cannot fa 1 of relief if you give Dr, Graves’
Bale .m a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10
cts.; large bottle, only 6U cts.
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Catharic Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
tues have

W. Bradbury, a resolution passed that the imall
portant work of making a collection of
books written by Maine men or women should
be assigued to a committee composed of one
from each county in the State, the President of

iron

long

a man

recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar a ri*l for the cert in cure of
Sore bhroat., Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough
Hoarseness, ac., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so much
relief toothers. The M*’eria Wedioa does not furnish better remedies for the di eases of the pulmovirnary organs thin Wild Cherry and Tar. Tfceir

paper was followed by
reading
interesting personal reminiscences by S. H.
Colesworthy, Robt. H. Gardiner and others,
who as boys witnessed the reception.
of the President, Hon. J.
At the

and large quantities of salt aud
go, Buffalo aud Detroit.

good

we

of this

years

It is

him, so the
virtues of a really good me Heine will last Tor »S0r
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar may be new to you, its healing properties
The

the distinGreat enthusiasm prevailed
guished guest rode uncovered over the whole
route.
In the course of his reply to the welWashcoming address, he said:—“I found in
The
ington a father, in Knox a brother.” “Welscuool boys wore caps having the words
come Lafayette” thereon inscribed.

fifty

CLOAKING,

$3.00

Cough Syrup.

as

of

CHILDREN’S

-OF-

Fin China, W’edirwood’s, Copeland’s, Old Hall, l<rowu0eld,aad
other makes of Decorated English ffaie. Majolica Ware, f,lass
Ware, Silver Flaied Ware, Ac.
This is a Lurpe Stock of First
class Flood*, full Dinner Sets,
Tea Sets, Umbrella Stands, Cups
and saucers, Ac.
We are selling this fine stock at Store No. G4£>
Congress street, by auction. Sales every day, at

mings.

Acknowledged Standard of Excellence,

gation.

No other remedy has proved so effectual in
relieving Coughs and Colds as Dr. Bull’s

The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, hard running and noisy
machines of the past, its introduction
was one of the most important changes
in the history of ewing machines. The
flwt Large-Armed, Light-Running, and
almost Noiseless Machine, its extensive
imitation marks it as the

And its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is practical and beautiful in the art of sewing
itlachiue building, and in rase of operation and range of work stands without
Examine it.
an equal.

Will Oder 15 Pieces

invited.

“YorkLafayette,” “Brandywine,”
towu,” &c. It being the mouth of roses, the
beauwith
these
arches were literally covered
tiful flowers. On oue arch appeared the memorable remark of Lafayette to Dr. Fraukliu—“Then I will fit out a ship myself.*

The

Congress Street.

At the 3 o’clock service and at the evening
service many requested prayers.
The service of song and testimony begins tonight at 7 o’clock, preaching at 7.30. All are

»•

»»

competitors.

Revival Services
Mr. King spoke againN at
Union Hall on the Jewish High Priest a& a
type of Christ to a large and attentive congre-

evening

Last

ser-

ueanug

516

SALKS.

IMPORTERS’ SALE

We shall offer today a splendid line of
Plushes and Velvets in
blacks and colors, for
costumes and trim-

—

Fifteen years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that it is the acknowledged Standard of Excellence by all its

Winter weight, slichtly dam
aged by the manufactur- rs. m the
low puce of $1.50 per yard. Perfeet goods of tnis Weight and
quality have not been sold In this
or
market for less than
any

—

VISIT OF LAFAYETTE.

pai
come

•

NOTES.

even-

”

LITTLE, DOMESTIC

ization in florid, and

At the conclusion of the meeting a resolution wa9 passed that the committee engaged in
investigating the charges against Gen. Knox
to

appear
has a voice

“

Monday

next

remarkable for quality.
Her cantabile passages are exquisite in grace
and in expression, and she has a very unusual
range upward; she takes notes which are altogether out of ordinary reach with such ease
that her voice, in doing so, is not in the least
forced out of its natural tone; and her vocal*

evening

the balussummer, and a portion of one of
trades was exhibited.
A report of the Field day proceedings of
1881 was made by Rev. Henry S. Burrage.

requested

City Hall

at

AUCTION

GOODS

STUDLEY'S
BULLETIN.

THE LIGHT-RUNNING

-A.BTX>

Hungarian singer,

Mme. Gerster, the great
who will

DRY

MISCELLANEOUS

II STANDS JIT THE HEAD.

MILLET!

GERSTER.

they experienced

be

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Had be lived he would have left his family
cut off by acciopulent, but he was asuddenly of
chicken-bone,
piece
dently swallowing
which caused mortification to set in and he

STUDLEY,

Staples. 253 Middle Stmt
nortO

eoia

iu all colors and many

qualities.

Horatio staples.
'

^SURECUR^O^DRUNKESNEg^

rE5FS^r‘l#ASAJ^i':’' «g2VUe_m

Price.

Wbolmnle

Portland

The financial failures in the United States
amount to about 51,000,000 per week. However it may be in the bright lexicon of youth,
in the big books of the commercial agencies
there certainly is such a word as “fail.”—Bos-

Current.
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For Rent.
pleasant
lower tenement in the western
A convenient,

or

TO LET.
rooms

FIVE

237 Middle St.

HIGH ST.

at No. 219

novlldlw*

To JLet.

DIRECTORY.
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for selling.
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THE_HOLIDAYS.
Just rceived a
importation
ofCb isyLeRoi
Haviiand’s LimT o k i
Owari, and other

A

a

to

of

k

'Attention

ticularly fine liue
of LoDgwy and

Illustrated Circular.

....

R. ROLLINGS & CO..
and

buv
Weil

TO

517 Washington Street,
Boston.
Orders by express and mail promptly atteqded to.
no?i6

Mubile, Ala.

ll|»inif-< Nwhw
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60@9
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27 00
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(gafud @P'dwiei;
Street._

JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
14 iMaikel Hqnarr. Portland.

BY—

Prlow reasonable and Batilfaction guaranteed.
1«S
dly

1

nR|N™|„atl.

fAUPEB.

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.

Advertising Agents,
LEADING NEWSPAPERS
"PRICE FIBIIT, NIV 1«BB
,, I
Hie Prkas mnv +. found ol tile ft our uince
I PARK BOW
NEW YORK
ALL THE

IIIMj

Miss Sargent
Spring St.

or

and

A

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Bradbury’s
jly23eodtf

dly

As

iKD,

IT locution,
M. C. A. (looms, Congress and Elin Sts.

nov4

rUADE

Eng:-_

MARIcU«kBemedT.
^unfailing

cure
for
Seminal Weakness.
and all
Impotency,
Diseases tnat follow
a8 a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
Back, Dimness
the^
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and manyi
other Diseases that

TRADE MARK

J®

——

■ Headache, and all

_,

EF0RE TAKINB.colisuniptlon" eL°l AFTER TANKS.

I

pains

^Tbe beBt lnternal^and

and aches.
external remedy m

our pamphlet, which wc desire to
by
every one. (|g§r'>The Specific Medicine is
Id by all druggists at f 1 per package, or 6ix packages for $5
will be sent free by mail ou receipt of the
money, by

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

fl^Sold in Portland,
cor.
Stone,
lUt^tMlyr

u aioung

tf

^

Horses to Winter.

a

«I otm

Proctor

HAS REMOVE!* HIS OFFICE TO
NO. 03 EXCHANGE STREET,
« *>28
Brro czntksmial block.
d3w

||

jl

uovl5

BROTHERS”

210 Federal Street.

on

■

or

o.

ILSLEY

inuawB^J

-■»»..»

V
~
___

£. It. PKLNU.HAIt * BKOS.

Advertising Agents,
11 80 W.

FOURTH

.,

CINCI

NATI

Cure

j

t)
f0

DEBILITY.

For Alton Bay, at 8.46 a. m. and
For Manche.trr and Concord,
II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45a. m.; (via New
arket Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning
Train
»ves Krnnebunk for Portland at 7.26.
Parlor Oar on train leaving Portland Portland at
00 p. in. lieturning on train leaving Boston at
!.30 p m.
Parlor Car Neat, secured in advance at
epot Ticket Oidce.
BF"The l.l 0 p. m. train from Portland oonneot*
tii Hound I.ine Ntcamer. for New York
d all rail lines for the West. The 3.30
p. m
lin connects with all Rail Line, for New
ork and the Houtb and West.
SUNDAY TKAINH Leavo Portland for
omou and Way Stations at 1.00
p. m.
Ro.ton
Portland at 6.00 p.m.

drains

Boston & Maine road oonneot with all
arners rnnlng
between Portland and Bangor,
okland. Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
jo nn and Halifax. Also oonneot with Grand Trunk
tr* ins at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
1 Portland & Ogdenaburg trains at Transfer Sta-

Mg

CALIFORNIA.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Iilaoda, New

Zealand and
Australia*
splendid steamers sail from New

new an
on the

10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as

S.

nent.”
Since the foregoing report was written further
developments have been made which warrant the
belief that, with an
outlay of less than $100,000,
the
company will be able to place the mines in a
dividend paying condition withiu the
coming year.
The entire amount of the treasury stock of the
company remaining unsold (91,000 shares) having
been purchased by a
syndicate, an offer of the same
is now made for subscription
by the undersigned at
$2 10 per share.
By special contract between the Syndicate and
the Mutual Trust Company, a fund sufficient for
;he purpose has been deposited with the Trust
Company to cover the interest on the preferred
itock for a period of six years.
Interest will be adjusted to commence on date of

below.
S.

Acapulco, fox Isthmus

of

Panama

only
*

Nov. 10.
S. 8: Colon...Nov. 30 | 8.S. Crescent City,. .Nov. 29
For

freight

or

passage «ates and the fullest infor

mation, apply to the General Eastern Agent*.
C. L. BARTLETT & COT,
115 State Street, coi Broad Nt., Bouton.
or to W. D. LITTLE &
00.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
JoSSdtf

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Ticket! by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, While Mtar and
Anchor Line, of European Fiieamere
latling weekly from Boston and New Fork. Far
further particulars call on or address

T. P. McGOWAN,
>

4!FI

Maine

Steamship Company.
further notice leave Franklin Wharf.

oniand, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3
M.,and ieav« Pier 37, East River, New tork.
very MON DA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

■

i
c

I
,

is the form of the guaranty of in
which is printed upon the face of the ccrtiflates and signed by the proper officer of the Mutial Trust Company.

dt

Semi-Weekly Une to New fork,
! steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until

ubseription.
The following

Bookseller,

™»N«SRE*» STREET,

These steamers are fitted ap with fine accommodatons for passengers, making this a
very convenient
nd comfortable route for travelers between
New
ork and Maine. During the summer months
these
^earners will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
paskge to and from New York. Passage, including
tate Room, 95, meals extra. Goods destined
beyond
ortlandor New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
oce.
General Agent, Portland.
J.F. AMES. Ag-t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
rickets and State Rooms can Do obtained at 22
xenange Street
From Dee. 1 to
May 1, no
ingers wU! be taken by this line.
dwRdtf

pa'

erest

THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW-YOKK.
Yill for six years from date hereof pay fifteen cents
er
share
i
per annum, on the shares reprerenteo by
certificate, payable semi-annually on January
\J bis
stand July 1st.
.Treasurer.
New

er annum

»

iription.

S ub«crii)Mon$ will be

received until
the 21st day of November, 1881,
at 3 o’clock P. M.,

on

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
*
*

n.

til trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshing. First olass Dining Booms at
Portland,
Xr tnsfer Station, Exoter, Lawrence and Boston.
'HBOUGH TICKETS to all points West and
80 :.n may be had of M. L. William., Ticket
But, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
cket oilin'. 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.
Gen Snpt
s
H. STEVENS, Gen-Agent.

lastpoit, Me.,

the allotments made on the
'ollowipg day.
Applications may be mtde to
THE MUTUAL TRUST
COMPANY,
115 Broadway. New York,
id

Calais,

Me.,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,

Charlottetown,

St.

P. E. I.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
1 HREE

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

xj
c

FTTBBER,
Portland.

°t!5

—

J

Falls & Buckfleld

|

HAZX*nOAX>.

CJolil
Awarded
Medal
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to everv man, entitled “tbe
Science of Lite or. Self-Preserv -tiou;” bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 300
pp. contains beautiful s eel engravings, 125
prescriptions,

—«

Leave

Canton for Portlani

—*

4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
jjjijf^rff'jgLewiston.
Leave Port 'and for Cant'
„■
at

prj.

:©«.

and

7.30
n,
1.30 p. m. Leave Lewiston
at' '.20 a. m and 1.67 p. m.
S ttorday tickets to return Monday at reduced
a. m. at 1

S -age connections with Bern
is, Rangel ey Lakes
Byi on. Mexico, Dixliold, Peru, Livermore, West
Sui
mer

(

P

and

Turner.

OTIS

[>rtland, Oct. 17,1881.

HAYFORD,

Snpt.
<X5l8dtf

ON AND AFTER MAN.
BAY, SEPT. IfHh.Nteaui
er*
(his Lioe will
of
Lrorr Knil road Wharf,
of
State
street,
every
Monday
ednesuay, and Friday at 6 p. in., for Eastport and
John, with connections for Calaia, Robbinston
,imn

_dtf_

££ umford

York,.1881.

Fifteen cents per share is equal to 7 1-10 per cent
upon the subscription price.
Allotments will be made in foil of amounts of
c
5 2,500 and under, and the remainder will be allote 1 pro rata for amounts
exceeding 82,500.
Checks in payment may be made payable to th
der of the Mutual Trust Company,
Trustee, or to
1 e undersigned, and should accompany the sab
I

mt

d&wly4l>

aug!3deodly

30 p, m.
3 30 p. in.

,r

Guaranteed.

ninnr ,roVCil,Tt,Prirteo,“y #1.25 sent by mail;
iliUW xH10LL1 illustrated sample, 6 cants; send
1
w Addr ss, Peabody Medical Institute or Dr.
W.
I. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfiuch st., Boston.

For Boche.ter, and
., 1.00 and 3.30 p. in.
■
J nrminition, N. H.,at 8.45 a. m. 1.00 and

tr
V

Db. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spern atorrbuea, Imiotency, Involuntarv Em.ssions, Premature Old
Age, causal by overertion, self-abu^e, or over-iudulgenoe, which leads
to misery, decay and death
One box will cure
recent caees Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a b x, or six boxes for live dollarsj sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. We
With
guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
3a'h order received by us for six boxes, accorat anied
with five dollars, we will se d the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued
through H H. HAY Hi C^., Prugg sts, only agents
n Portland, Me., at Junction Middle and P’ree >ts.

II '.VI DKBTjtK KKS

the Gerry Farm
take 10
12 Horses
^ I7ILL
in Leering. Apply to CHAR! ES T>. Me
to JOHN C. GERRY
the premises,
WALD,
[r 7 High St., Portland
«>ct22dtf
on

A

Fall., Dover, New Market, Exeter,
* [overkill, Lawrence and
Lowell, 8.46 a.

„

eod,4 wl v22

NERVOUS

F, PHILLIPS A CO., Wholesale Agts
TuTh&Sly

by Fred. A. Timer, 221 Congress St.,
Congress and Green Sts.

or

Tho
York

■

t

KITTREDGE, Agent,
IIOI KI.AND. HALVE.
;kt-all DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_Aa

LumbagoS

9 ’“Cures Rheumatism,
■ Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises,H

particulars in
S^TFull mail
s( iid: free
to
THE

^amlvrich

—

ireni

ran

rffeg.

in.

6. and after Monday, Oct.
Puwaier
Train.
S£3Sg!SS| 17' 1SSI*
LEAVE
PORTLAND
"■
EOR RONTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.00
nd3.80 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 1.16,6.30.
ad 8.00 p. m. Betuxnlng, leave Boston at
7 30
* m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m arriving at Portland at
, 2.06.
and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
6.00,
■
carboreugh Beaeb, Pine Point. Old Or.
Iinrd Reach, Naco, Biddeford, and Kenebook, at 8.46 a. m. 1.00, 3.30 and 6.30 p.ra.
a
or Well., North Berwick. Nalnioo
Fall.,
,

J*

Foley,

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
-■■j

Portland.

Lines for all Southern and West-

I08T0N k MAINE RAILROAD.

,

J. W.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
An

TONIC AND APPETIZ,
HAS NO KQI'AL.

Elixir of Life Root Company,

d3w*

The Great

8P8INU
KB IT

a

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Teacher of
' '•

Druggist

Dead and Oue Bottle Cared Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittkedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered
intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaininv
'ef, I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL
-.ri OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. 1
recommend it as the onlv valuable and certain cure
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
I would add
that before taking your mediciue I had become so
weak that 1 was about to give up work.
Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
Truly yours,
T. F. McMAIN.

Address, Messrs. Furbusli & Son’s Piano ware
Congress St.
aug3<»eod3m

W. F. SKW

and all Diseases

has Mold over 1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 25, 1881.
have «old over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.

olcn
UIVU

In class
Miss

io»

Pullman Parlor Cars.
)n trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. and trail s leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2 00 a m).
Through tickets to all points West and
, loutb may be had of J. M.
Fr-nch. TicketMaster,
(astern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
0 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets far Scuts and
j lerths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUulUo TUTTLE.
General Passenger and T-c*et Agent
D. W. SaNBORN, Master Transportation,
octl6

Urinary Organs.

boms, 435

UK.

for agents.

Complaints,
or the

PROF. IH. SAUCIER,
| H10NCERT PIANIST, and Teacher of Piano forte.

SON, Importers, l .dressing

ill outsell all his previous works, and offers you
tl e best chance of 30ur ife to make money rapidly,
ltfits no
ready. Apply at United States Hotel,
r >om 58, from 11 to 12 a m or 3 to 4 p. m for 3
vs—16th, 17th and 18th insts. After thore dates
* dress Box 451,
novlH-d3t*
Auburn, Me.

FOR

11

at 11.00 p.

*

^“Passengers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does noi go to Jonesport or Machi*
asport on her I uesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E CUSHING, General Manager.
Oct. 20, 1881.
oc20-dtf

Trains leave Boston.
At 7.30 a. at. and arrive in Portland at 12 06
p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
andallDise
es arising
therefrom such as

Nearly

Premature Grave.

l»A€kAGKS,

Boon

lark Twain’s
New Book

BERRY,

Apply at
! School, 148

I

LIQUORS

klndH,

Ullll

points.

Everyone

Coining West,
connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday^ with
Santord 3. S. Go. from Bangor and River Landings

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation ,'
of tbe Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

ODELL,

miw

Pupils received singly

CASES,

IMPORTED

another

37 Plum

and

TuThStf

"T.i POBriAKIl

_No.

"••MVII

dim

I, STANLEY &

and

MISS MARIA E.

rFAPHFR flFFPFNPH ANfl nRAWINfi

Rail

ern

KIJIVfiY REMEDY!

aug29dtf

Me.

-OF-

for
Ife n

a. m.

I

Gorman and Iialian.

oct21

—KOR

i&oolcj Job

will be given to French.
further particulars apply at Convent of
50 FREE STREET.
Kercy.

warranted.

(VINES &

a

Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
chunk Wells, North and South
Biddeford,
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery,
Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Lynn. Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.110 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
scarboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and Sonth
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with
Sound and

ELIXIR

|

is attached to this train tor Boston,
this car will not be ready untill 11

p

THI BANNER

For

MM, 531 CONGRESS ST
1

1881.

Special Attention

AND ELGIN

€01i\ S1LYEK

TERM

September 5th,

"W atcties.

of all

/nr*

|<

*•

rflHE School affords every facility for acquiring
JL solid and finished education.

promptly attonued te.
to

Academy

Will Re-open tor the

Dtstrict of Maine, |
Portland, November 14. 1881. /
IJLRSnANT to the rules of the CIr. uit Court of
I
the United States, District of Value, notice iR
1 leroby given that WILLIAM M.
BRADLEY, of
’ortlaiid, in said District lias applied to the under* igoed f r admission as an
attorney and counsellor
4 said Circuit Court
A. II. DA VI*
nov 1 Gd3t*
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Cuurt.

OKIGINAIa

STEPHEN

St. Elizabeth’s
FALL

Wfc

Corrected Dy Wcodbubv * Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Oor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Descriptions.
Offered.
Ask

State of Maine Bonds.

In person

dtf

Mod-

everv

Boston and >he West.
Connects every ’rip at Rockland with Sanford
3. 3. Go. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

(Sunday nights

LIFE ROOT!

As a general beverage and accessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
is Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper Ac, the
aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
•ther alcoholic preparation, A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
lection of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
;iie medical faculty and a sale uueqnaled
>y any other alcoholic distillation haie
nsnred for it the reputation of salubrity
•aimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
md Oroeers.

COLCORD,

J*n 24

Specialty.

Particular uttentian paid
Pamphlet Printing
l'1

**'0.10

■

Portland City Bonds, M unicipal .] 00
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R.108
Bath City Bonds.100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calais City Bonds.109
Cumberland National Bank.. 40_ 59

or

a

Size Crayons.

p. m.
At 8 41

SCHNAPPS.

Given to orivate pupils by the subscriber.

A

Exchange St., Portland,

a a. m.
Dally (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, saiem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A. special
Sleeping Alar will be
ready tor oooupanev In Portland station, at B.00
m
and

jly7eodt

Schiedam Aromatic

sepl5d3m

Instruction in English and Class
ical Studies.

in-

Kxohange,

Fine Job Printing

Corset

....J.A

and after Sept. 6th.

ivinnrxo,

IJ -•inters’

JLifc

W UL.FEJ S

of September, but pu-

.Mrs. O^NEl LL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on

CO., Publishers, N.
oct22 eodlm
fox

for

beyond

Millbridge evMonday
Thursday at 8 00 a. m
touching as above, arriving In Portland about midnight, connecting' with Pullman night train for

At

LESSONS,

the 6th of September at his new and elegant
rooms, No. 140 Trentont street, over Arthur
Schmidt’s Music store.

M, Card, and Jol Priotar,

.}

Good. 8i/i@l

IVATE

Facilities

Aimi-TO PLEASE.

the developments in

and

ery

Specialty

a

1 arrived here early this
morning and visited the
mines of the North Horn Silver C>mpany. I found
a mosr,
satisfactory condition
and much
my sanguiue expectations. They
are now sink it g a shaft on »he Great
Republic, and
cross-cutting the vein of the Wolcott. Both of these
workings are in miueral corresponding with that of
the Horn Si’ver, and of a much more
promising
character than the Horn Silver ever had with the
same amount of work.
the croppings
Furthermore,
of these mines are the same as those of th*» Horn
Silver. 1 he Great Republic and Wolcott veins are
from 160 to 200 feet wi le, and I do not think there
ia another vein of thic extent iu the
country. I tell
now that these mines will be the
you
biggest and
best ever opened, and fully equal to the Horn Silver.
who has seen these mines confirms my
Opinion.
Superintendent Conch is pushing the
work with ail posr-ible speed, and he Is the most
competent mao in the country.”
The following is an extract from the
report of the
Special Committee sent out by the Board of Directors in duly last to examine the
property: “We
found in the Spanish Tunnel a fine shewing of lowtrade galena ore. This tunnel has been driven a
BDgth of 34 feet—all in mineral. In the Republic the
tunnel has oeen driven 36 feet, with the
expectation
of cross-cutting the vein, which,
by the croppings,
shows a width of from 60 to 160 feet. They are
putting doww a shaft also on this mine, which has
already reached a depth of 60 feet. In company
with Mr. '1 im
of Leadville, we descended the
shaft and found all the
workings in a solid body of
low-grade gelaua ore, improving with depth and
very promising. We next visited the Vanderbilt
mine, and there found a tunnel, which is now in 38
feet, the workings also being in mineral. The next
mine visiied was the Wolcot*, which to
your committees eems the most
promising clai'ifof all. in
the upper tunnel of
his mine, which is now in 26
feer, ihey have struck mineral as-aying moderately;
but the most important fact is, it shows the continuity of the immense vein running through this great
property. Several bun Ired feet below we found
toe Cope Tunnel, which is now in 66 feet, lids tunnel has expose a vein of
copper ore showing a
width of from 20 to 26 feet,
yielding about 30 per
cent in copper, it is proposed to run m 45 feet
further and then cross cut the vein. If we
get the
vein here as we have it elsewhere, and
only a moderate grade of ore, we will have one of the
largest
mines and most valuable properties on the conti-

25th.

The Steamer LEWISTON.
>an%KH,
^CHARLES DEERING.
uJWK
Masil.-. THr^WiSBIl ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
«*5SaK555fe Portland,
every
Tuesday
of
evening mi 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival
Express rrain from Boston, foi Roeklnnd, Pna<
tine, Deei l*le. Medgwirli. «io. Wem Harbor. B’»r Harbor noil Millbridge. Will leave
same
wh rf every Friday evening nt 11.15
o’clock, for Roctlnud, C'aatioe, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick oS. West Harbor, Rai Harbor,
Millbridge Jour<<pori, and Hnchia*port.

HOTEL.

rival.”

All of the North Hr rn Silver workings
consisting
of tour tunnels and two thafts, are no* in mineral
—the Ooi e Tunnel being in a heavy
body of rich
copper ore.
Mr. J. E. Bamberger, the well-known merchant
of Salt Lake City, under date o* May
27, 1881,

day Horning,

on

'ntenselv In

Aii
'vi.

wwiti.

a.

•‘

P

dtf

Heart.
novel by May

*A It I. li TO.\ &

H.I U.
......

Portland.

edition? of Mrs. Holmes,
and Sunshine—Lena Rivers

_

@10 Cambrics. 5(a 5V«
Denime.12^@16%
Silesias.10@20
Dock*-Brown 9
®12
Cotton Flannels. 7
15
Fancy 12%(il6% Twine & Warps 18@28^
AMbbiug—

new

Especial

to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for

begs

new

10-4....27%@32V<i

jvi mo....

Phyniotogj

FALMOUTH

•

surface features or indications of the vein
traversing th«- several cl ims ruentio ed, are, in my
indicative
of a valuable property or vein of
opinion,
ore at no
gr«ai depth. I know of no vein in the
West th«*t exhibits features so favorable t»» thr development of a great mine nor oue with the samelimited developments that I feel s »safe in re<*om
mending to the public. Its >ar~ta ed neighbor, the
Horn si ver, with th* s-tiue openings, was no comparison. But at a depth of one h ndred feet it had

ARRANGEMENT

leaves Machias port
at 4.30 o’eloch, and

*

“The

STEAM BOAT €©.

_Railroad,

*

n.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

Returning,

Fine Portrait Work

Italian Kinging
of the Voice,

143 Pearl Street.

*"•

Fine tt-4.16
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine (J-4.21
@2«
Fine 9-4.25
@30
Fine 10-4
,27V^@32%

OPPOSITE

Newberry,

no

October

CO.

vein matter.
Concerning the Horn Silver Ledge
Professor J. S.
of the Columbia School
of Mines, and an authority in both this country and
“The
Horn
Mine contains the
Silver
Europe, «ays:
most valuable body of silver ore known to exist in
in
the
mine
world:
Ami
any
again: “The Horn
Silver Mine stands to day as having a greater ascertained value than any other silver mine known.”
As an indication of the richness of the ledge it
may he said that the Horn silver produced in the
first mas months of this year nearly $1,100,000.
and the quarter y dividends amount to $300,000.
The properties owned by the North Horn Silver
Company have been reported on by Thomas
Couch, formerly super in tern' ent of the Horn Silver,
and his report is indorsed by Professors Newberry
and Ciayton. Mr C uob, In his report says:
“Each of these claims embraces a part of the vein
known as the Horn Silaer— this n*w« having been
applied to the vein from the first location marie
upon it. and because of the immense uuparalleled
body of argentiferous lead ere developed there-

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by t’oMeeting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PRuagr Eigiil Dollar*. Hound Trip 815,
Meal? and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. HAMP-O*, Agent,
tO l.en© Wtwrf. Boston
de31 f.

ommencing

TRUST

OF NEW-YORK.

Wharfage.
From

FALL

MUTUAL

The North Horn Silver Mining Company organized under the laws of the State of New York, with
a capital of $4,000,000 in 41 0,000 shares, full-paid
and non-assessable The corr pany has acquired title
to the Great Republic, Spanish. Wole tt, Rosa, Comstock and Vanderbilt mines, embracing more than a
mile of the f-mous Horn Silver Ledge, near Frisco,
Utah, about 225 miles southwest of Salt Lake City.
j,he Spanish mine is only 1,500 feet from the Horn
Silver Mine, and the croppings of the North Horn Silver Ledge in many places show a width of 150 feet of

Long Wbarf, Boston, 3 p,
From Pine 3treet Wharf.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
Bailing vessel.

ARTIST PH

IR. H. N. O'NEILX,

Agnes Fleming, autbo
of those capital
novels-Guy Earlscourt’s wife—A
Wo derful Woman—Mad
lrue
Marriage-Silentand
—Los
for a Woman—etc.
Beautifully bound,
price $1.50.

wiivng.

11VIIL1AU9,

novlGdlw*

THE

m.

liberally

May Agnes Fleming.
t'hnngnl
Another

terestmg

7-1.14®17
8-1.18S22
9-4.22 328

between

The finder wil be
it at No. 7 Salem st.

OLD

Saturday.

IV o

Fall and YVinfer Arrangements will go
into eff*ct on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16tli, 1881

novl5d3t*

LINES

Leaver each Port Every Wednesday aii4

octl7dtf

Eastern

OF UTAH.
INTEREST AT 7 PER CENT PER ANNUM
PAYABLE IN GOLD ON JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1, FOR SIX YEARS, GUARANTEED AND PAYABLE BY

Direct Steamship Lint.

12.30

ucbec,

West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. SPICER .Superintendent.

W.

dlawThl

MINING COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

a. m

Stock

North flora Silver'

—AJTD—

NoriliweSf,

of money.

J. W.

A

following quotations

g
7h%§

me

sum

Browning—Marian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest House—etc., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BO0KSELLEBS:

unbleached cottons.
Med.

ONLY With

apas

dtf

OF THE

febtf

Cttnada,Detroit, Fhicnko, llillwnnkte
C?in« iniiu ti, B|, Lwni
Omaha, Baeia*
KWt St. Pout. Suit Labe City,
Denver* Nan Fr»*'c,',^v)
and all points in tho

Labe)..

6.10
6.30
cent..

Preferred, Registered, Treasury

COLONY BAIL..
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. Lew
Iiine, Quick
^emi-Weekly
Kates, Frequent Departure*.
and
forwarded
Freight received
daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamers, wailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Glvde Steam Lines to Charleston, 19. C)., Washington, D. C., Reorgetown, D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rate* naiaed and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Phiiadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
l&O Washington Street, BostonTMasa.
Win. P. Clyde & Co., General Managers.
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia,

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates I

Liebig’S Signa-

Teacher of Eugli«li ami

J. Holmes.

ot52L!?^k,*“5£P,peilt
—Lditb
Lyle—Edna

Wholesale itlarket.
are wholesale prices and
daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

Light

success and a
o,iT7TrON.—Genuine
To be had of
Britjah M’dical J irnal, <tc.
Sole Agents (or the United States (wholesale only! C. David & Co., fac-simile of BarOU
18, Malt Lane, London, England.ture in Blue Inn across

connection with

in

DEPOT AT FOOT JF INDIA ST.

digestion

of weak

2.20 P.M.
3.35

6.00
0.40

91,000 Shares

BOSTON

FROM

C

EDUCATIONAL

MAINE,

Federal Street,

$60.

by leaving

and

enormously, and are read and re-read with such
terest. Beautifully bound, price $1.60.

oorrected

Fine
Fine
Fine
Fine

NOV.$50 and

rewarded

Just published:—Madeline. A
splendid new
novel by Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, whose n >vels sell so

Dr? Goodn

in. 7%® 8%
36 in. 6Ms® 7Mti
36 in. 6
6
!
1
40 in.
9

it

BFCKFOBD,

Mary

Trank..
@80
Jacksons...
®75
The above prtces axe for car Lots of Potatoes; small
lots about 5c higher.
Concord Grapes
3 26@3 60.
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c & lb.
10 !b
Catawba
I0@llc

Heavy 36

cases

10.66

se!4

England

-AND-

this office and

Pocket Book Cost.
15th a pocket book, containing

Tlio ferm opens on the 12th
pils may enter at any lime.

Houlton.
86® 90
Maine Central.80® 86
Grand Trank.
@80

The

supply

GENERAL AGENT IN

Potatoes.

Grand

baker,

reliable at all times, from

as we now

II®p’Oiir Ye«M i. -xtennively counterfeited
N .tice carefully our „abel, which is
prim.d on jel
low paper, and bears
signature of Gaff, Fleiscbmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

brush:—

Prolific®, Eastern.

and

or

and small

c

FRESH VERY DAY.

—

Early Rose, p

in all

7.10 A.M.
9.16

Ticket, far Round Trip 33

rest and avoid the expense

STEAMSHIP

74 EXCHANGE STREET

POCKET BOOK EOS r.
mpons
Will the tiuder please leave at
CONTAINING
receive reward.

AS T.
YE
fresh

Backs.,
Clear.21 25@21 60
Mess.19

in., and

and

novl 4-diw

..._

Ornberriee, j?

a.

night’s

comfortable

PASSENGER OFFICES

STUCK FOR SOUPS,
boon for which Nations should feel grateful.” MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

palatable tonic

_“Is ^

uslf.T

and (he i'ooiol Brackett or Boston
A Maine depot. Tile finder will be
suitably rewarded. Keturn to J
W. Nniigt r, 166 Fore St.

getting

upon

An invaluable and

2.00 P.M
3.16
4.30
6.10

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia A lew

Jt'°

Jotton Seed,car lot 34 00
7 75.'28 0n, «nfog ztftr*.
‘Sr3w‘
_ter
80
Michigan....? 00® 7 25 J leal,
( >ats,
67
8k Lovui Win7 50 £7 75 1 Iran,
26 00
ter fair
30-00
Winter good. .7 75.-/8 00 fids,
130
Winter best. 8 2 @8 60 1 Lye,
prod act*.
Provisions,
Sweet notatoe*4 76@6 00 ] lass Beef.. 11 00@ll 60
Ex Mess.. 12 26@12 60
14ujl6
Turkey*..
Plate.14 00(@14 25
Spring Chicken*12al4
Ex Plate..l4 60@14 75
Fowl..
11/^13

Michigan W:n

LOST AND FOUND.

80
66

an..

r»

12.30 3,16 and 6.00 p. in.
* roin Gorhaiu, 8.30, 9.40
p. m
Frew Chicago, Montreal
1:6.30 p. m.

CHEAPEST

FINEST AND

Peaks.

7.00 A. M.
9.30
11.06
2.30 P.M.

10.30

inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
0T* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Or * b Agent,
dtf
aprb

and

17th,

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30

OF MEAT

oct2Ud2m*

eod6w

...

•

cure a

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. in.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Oorlutm, 7.30 a. in., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
>
For Gorhiiui 4 00 p. in., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

EXTRACT

WANTED.
a Schooner Smack, 36 to GO tons N. M
suiack preierred. F. W. MILL* R & CD.,

and

Evergreen Landings.

FARE $1.00.

DL PART URLS:

PANYS

C

Diamond, Trefethen’s

0.15 A. M.
8.46

The xavonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, ai 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they se-

Railway of Canada.

after MONDAY. OCT.
trains will run as follows:

and

ON 1NN1,

eodtf

LIEBIG

Line.

LEAVES

Steamers !

Monday,

IVus not. nfrnn at Wnndfnrd'i

Grand Trunk

CO.,

nov8

novll dlw

Manufacturers,

ARRANGEMENT.

Npringfleld, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the

*

Corner Congress and Brown Streets.

FOUR GOOD-4EENHEN to repre-eut a new Manufacturing Co.
The good- made are toed in every dwelling house. Apply to Box
735 Portland, Me.

GA1 FIXTCRES A SPECIALTY.

Importers

F. A. ROSS <fc

our

wantedT*

Cloisonne Ware, elegantly mounted and fitted with
the celebrated Harvard Burner. These lamps form
a rare <omtvnation **f oeauty and u ility, without
which no house is complete.

Send for

for

CANVASSERS

is
par-

a

novlGd3t*

Princess Needle Casket
just from Europe; Goods staple and sell at
sight. Also a general agent wanted. Circular and
terms free. London Needle eo, Now Btdfurd,
Mass.
novl2 dtit

as.

invited to

Apply at Dining Hall,

Tourists’ Steamboat

BOSTON

chakgeof time.

WANTED.

Student
lamps and far
superior o that

four

GIRL for general work.
G. T. R. Dep t.

ELEPDIINE 433.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Portland.

Shia,

them.

Inspect

T'

STEAMERS.

outh and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer. Portland, with through
at GrandTrunk
^trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot oraces and at Roilms & Adams’, No. 22 ExStreet
change

WAN i I D.

English
Duplex Burner,

with the

...

Please

1

^

""

via
R,

At our store you will find the best $1.50 RUBBER CIRCULAR in
the city.
We have an extra good Felt Skirt ior $1.00 and $1.25.
Compare
with others
Wo have a farce line of CLOAKINGS at very low prices.
Sole Agents for HARPIR’S BAZAR PATTERNS.
Inspect our stock and compare prices.

A

for

equal

t

WANTED.

parlor and reading lamps. These
Lam* s are fitted

Special Bargains

in

above name-1

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

For Clinton,
Ayer Jane.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Ep*
m.
a.
m.
and
at
7.30
tl.45
p.
ping
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.545 p. m.
For Rochester, Npringrate, Alfred, Waterboro and laco River. 7.30 a. m., 1.545
p. m., and (mixed) at 11.3(1 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m. 11.06
a. m.. and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 11.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For (.orham, Haccarappa, Cumberland
and
Woodford’s,
Westbrook
Mills,
at 7.540 a. at., 11.545, 6.540 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. m.
The 1.545 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,

sale.

lading given by the

ISLAND STEAMERS

LEAVING PORTLAND
8.45 a. m.—For all station?, through to Burlington, 8wunion, Montreal and OgotnNburg
4.15 p. in.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate sta
tions.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND.
11.45 a. m.—From Fabyan’?.
5.57 p. m.—From Burlington and Swantcn.
o. .iAMILTON, Sup’t.
ocldtf
Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.

Oct. 17
Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
and
r,n
■■—1.95 p. m., arriving at Worcester
m.
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
mM arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

Ladies’ & Gents’ Underwear.

LAUNDRY POLISHER—one who understands
using a machine. Appy at
novlG-ddt
FALMOUTH HOTEL.

potteries,

igh

We shall also otter

W ANTS.

^oges,

which affords

Until farther notice passenger train!
will ran as follows:

Portland and Worcester Line.

of

!

tf

Octl3

ef

Norfolk and ffalltanore lnclndln
Pauage
Berth and Meals, 1st Class. 41‘A
2d date #0
or
For freight
passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Waehington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent. Central Wham Kostin
no2 ‘*1
to

*7Wir ,...Hl.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
9" John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

This season, we have reduced the price so as to insure a speedy
These are the best Goods and in all the desirable shades.

oc2t>-dtf

new

..

JjggjSgSgS

morning.

DRESS GOODS

SALE.

JFOR

styles

Through

CHANGE OF TI*1E.
Monday, October 3rd, 1881,

a. m.

vuuwiw

uvuu

novlG d3t*

HORSES

order to dose out some

Mass.

agents.

On and after

Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays In
eluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
Runs
through to Bangor every morning, and Skowt
Does
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday.
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

sacrifice at

a

BALDWIN,

Agent C. E. R. of N. J.

! Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad

t

■

WM. URANB.
8,
WM. LAWRENCE,
D. H. MTT.1.IBR
direct every fTEDSESDAV
satukda y a> :i p. n.
_,
forwarded ftom Norfolk to Washington and
Freight
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through ratee given. Freightforwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Points Sonth and Sonth
west via Va. and Georgia Air Line.
C. P Gaither.
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Ma« To all
points of North and Sonth Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh, Charlotte.
Spartansbnrg. Greenville,
Oarolinas and Georgia Polnte Waldo A.
the
Pearce, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street. Boston

{S^u^Uu,

H. P.
(Jen. Pass.

B.I1TB,

XMUaahlpa,

JOHN HOPKi

Washington Street, Boston.

mh2ftdtf

Claaa

From Bmim

ENVLAND AVENUE,

NEW

m.

The two fine Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Win. W. Greene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street-

x.

designed

D1S

8.10 a. m.; Winthrop 10.15
as
a. m. ‘>eing due in Portland
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all Inter medial stations and
connecting roads at 12.46 and 12.50 p.
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Vvatervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p. ra. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

ANNOUNCEMENT.

IMPORTANT

novl6 dlw*

rare

8.

On and after

(team

or

Washington

STEAMSHIP
gtri"

FAIIE3,

Pnruiiugiou,

eodtf

i-;ia

ROUTE.

BROOK

New Vork and Philadelphia

WINTER

50 Bbls. Cape Cod Cranbe< rie*>.
For Sale by C. W. SMUH, No.
12 Market St.

me.

*.

BOUND

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Uonlton, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: Buck-port,
б. 00 ft. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., t7.45
m.; Dexter*7.10 a. in., 4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; 8ko» began, 8 10 a. m..
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12*.m. 1.66, flO.OO
m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) A ugusta,
.00 a. m 9.68 a. m., 2.42 p. ra., tl0,66 p. m.;
(■urdiner, 6.17 a. in.. 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m.,
11.04 p. m Bath* 6.&5 a. in., 11.05 a. m.f 4.00
p. in., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.35 a. m.,
4.30 p. iu., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. in., 1.25 p. in. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m.. 4.16 p. m. Phillip-* 6.30 a. m.

FOR SALE

A.

FOR

buy ticUei. (at any
boat office In New England) .la

From

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Oct. 17th, 1881.

Norfolk, Baltimore &

Stone Balias
Express Trains, Double Track,railroad

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

all

___

roouiB.
Hearn,
Apply to ELBKIDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.
oct!4dtf

Pattern and Model Maker.

....

Ladies

Rooms 618

J. K. BAKOl K, 32 Cron St., Portland

...

all

caps

or

grades.

of Gold Hat.

Sign

novl2

Va Congress st.,
Photographer’s
THEreceutlyoccupied
by J. M. Peck, and
C. W.
and also other

OC1NHV, Room 11, Printer*
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street#

..

Road

stock, $1,600
select from.

oct4d3in

AND THIRD AND BERKS STB.

sure la

guaranteed.

and

For passage and Information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE A ALDEN, 207 B’way, N. Y.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6th St., Phila.

Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading: R. R.
NINTH AND VBEEN STREETS,

Be

*'

Queenstown to Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a

specialty

STATION IN NEW YORK

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

..

4 »•()a 4 251
Tobacco.
Sporting.... 6 25® 6 50 Best brands. <>'
Bar.
Medium
6'
Prerd $xoui 5 00@17 00 Common....
Loose.16 0O@19 00 ialf lb.
Straw. 10 00@12 00 Nat’l Leaf...
Varnish
Damar.1 73oach.2 2i
furniture
1 o'
Floor.
Grain.
Superfine.5 75@G 25 H. M. Coru,
Extra Spring. .6 6' »@6 75
car lots
XX Spring....7 25® 7 75 « )at»,

upper

section of the
city. Apply to GEO. F. JUNK.INS, 180 Middle St.
dtf
novl4

cupied by

....

Blasting

the 1st of December a very desirable tene
ment of 8 rooms, with bath ro in, hot and cold
water, at No. 422 Cumberland Street.
novl4
eod3t*

Book Binders.

Cod, per qtl.,
23@ 26
|. 'epper.
Ntnrch.
L’ge Shore .4 50@4 75
L’ge Bank.. ..425 a4 5<»I vaundry
6y2@ 9
Nmai.3 25 a 3 60.
Nhoi.
Polloc.2 60a4 00 Drop.
@ 7 Vi
Hatidock.2 00®2 25 Buck.
@ 8 Vi
2 2.3%2 .>0
H*kt
Teas.
45
Souchong.... 25@
Herring
Shore,£>bbl..4 00@5 001 Oolong. 26@ 30
36a
45
Seal
do choice.
frtbox. 23® 27
No.
16® 201 Japan. 3U@ 55
Mackt el, #>bbi.
do choice.
36@ 60
Tin.
Bay No. 1.
23
Strait
@24
Bay No. 2..
@
Large 3 ....6 00% 7 00' English ....‘23
@24
Shore No. 1 19 00@21 00 Jhar. L 0.. 7 00@ 7 50
No. 2. 9 00® 10 00 3har. I.X... 9O0@ 9 7»
6 60® 7 50 i Terna.
No. 3.
.6 75@ 8 76
6 00,a 6 5< •
Small.
3oke
@
• Intimony
20
Clam bait...
®
18,@
|] Line. 8 00@ 9 00
Onupowiler.

Rail

kinds.

81.00 and upwards

Large

worth to
For Gents

MERRY
THE
HATTER

To Let.

GEO. B. HODMAN, Office No. 184 Middle
SlTMti Portln-ad.

In bond
1 2o al 60
65 Gr’ad butter..
16|>box
121
Liv. line sack. 1 25@1 76
Vitrol, blue... 11@
Needs.
Vanilla,
bean.12 0G@16 001 Clover, ib
llVi@’2
tied Top, bag.
(a,2 6«>
4. Grass bu.. 3 00(a3 25
Duck.
» pices.
No.
@37
f
No. 3.
@33 I Jassia, pure 30 @32
Cloves .40
No. 10.
(t*24
@42
itil7
No 8........
Ginger.10 i@12
10 ob.
@21 I Viace
90@ 1 00
I S’ utmegs.
Fi>*h.
86(@ 96

\

Boy’s Winter Caps 26cts
to fl.

-BETWEEN-

8.

TO LET.

Accountant and Notary Public.

60®

$1.

DOcts.
s

GL0VES

ROVAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Weekly services from GLASGOW, GALWAY,
LONDONDERRY
AND
QUEENSTOWN,
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO BOSTON AND QUEsteamers
from
BEC. Fortnightly
Liverpool anti

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

LINE

ALLAN

Bound Brook Route.

Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Readfleld. West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.30 p. m.,
Farmington via
Rrunswfick, 7.00 a. m.

now oc-

BUSINESS

..

yjuty paia

failing

never

a

SCOTCH CAPS.

L'APS.

FOR SALE.

WM.

Trimmings.

lid

Our specialty, Ilunlap
and Knox Shapes. Look
at our $1. and$2.grades.

run

fllHIS DAY, ahorse and wagon at

..

War..

mill

and

$2.

Goods sent C. 0. D., with privilege to examine.

*

in some machinery and was yanked out, and
of course it awakened him, and his first bewildered exclamation was; “Darn it, wife,
wbat’s the matter, now!”—Boston Post.

luj

Wliitf-

in the town
miles from

Bangor.

power, two

was

..

Stlplur.3Vfe@ 4Vfcl
20@ 22

Fur

40o and up.
small ones §7; r4fjw
Ladies
and Children
large ones § 10 to §20.

of f ur foot burrs and all
machinery for doing a large custom busiAlways ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwoJing uoase goes with the
be propriemill. Rea-on for selling: 111 health o
tor. For further informal ion, call on or address
BKASToW BROS.,
brewer Village Maine
oct21d&wtf43

Dyspepsia.

....

SugaiLead...

City

water

A miller iu Peru, Indiana, fell asleep in his
mill and bent forward till his hair got caught

60 j Linseed.
63 @ 64
66@ 67
Ipecac.1 35®1 50 Boiled do....
Lard.
1
201
15®
Licorice,rt....
O0@l 03
Cal ex. 34® 40 Castor.. 1 2< @1 30
861
Neatsfoot....
Morphine. 376@3
86@1 00
Oil bergamot 2 76@3 00 Elaine. 62@ 64
Paints.
Cod liver.1 76@2 00i
Lemon.3 60® 3 7 5 P. Pure Lead.
@7 25
Olive.1 25® 1 76 Pure Gr’d do. 7 25@7 60
Peppt. 3 00@3 25 Pure Dry do..
@7 60
3 76 Am. Zinc
6 ()<)@7 00
Wintergreen.
oroRochelle Yel.. 2ya@
3
Potass
mide. 30,® 401 Eng. Ven.Red
3@ 3ya
Chlorate. 20@ 261 Red Lead.
7@7ya
Rice.
Iodide.2 30®2 40
Paicksilver
@ 50 I Rice, ^ tb.... 6y»@8ya
SaleratUM.
Puinine.2 00@2
tbd
Rt. Rhubarb.. 75ml 601 Saleratus,
@7
Halt.
Rt. Saake.
25® 351
Saltpetre. 10.® 10 rurk’s Island.
Senna.
16@ 25 ^ hhd.(bd.)l 87ya@2 25
.2 00@2 37ya
Seed. Canary.. 2 25@3 00: Bonaire
2 0o^3 001 Jadiz. du.pdl 75@2 12Va
Cardamons
Soda, bi-c&rb.. 3%@ 0% | Jadiz.b’di 37ya@l 62Va
«
Sal.2V*m 3
Liverpool.

§12,

$1.60,

_w_, „,
FINE
HATS.

neccessarv
ness.

Facts.
A letter from P. O. Sharpless, druggist, Marion, Ohio, in writing of Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, says;—“One man was cured of sore throat
of eight years’ standing with one bottle.” We

or

@3

Iodine.

Large

Fur caps *1.

■

Some

Mill, situated
Orrington
of Or ring'on, Maine, about three
THE
the
of
Said
has

the last straw that broke the camel’s
back, but one bottle of the Banner Kidney
Remedy, “Elixir op Life Root,” will usually cure the worst case of Kulnev tLm.pli.iiit

@ 7ya

Port. Ref.P’tr
Water White
Devoe Brill’t..
rratr Astral.

stock

Horse Blankets.

Register.

It

@13

Im- Imt* Seal Sets and Black
to select Sets with White Hairs, at
sizes
iu low prices,

Bargains.

81.16 to 86—large stock.
Flour

WINTER
CAPS.

Buffalo Robes.

FOR SALE.

Talk about “unkissed kisses” and “unthunk
thoughts.” It is the unvoted votes that make
half the mischief in politics.—New Haven

MEN’S

LADIES’ FURS.

§9, §10,
Sia.50 io siG.50.

eodSw

aT»d desirable

e

Flue
mens©
robes—

93 Exchange St.

oct28

WOLF ROBES.

from.

JOHN C. PROCTOR,

“What is the connection between heresy
and immorality?” asks the Chicago Times.
The following example is given by the Commercial Advertiser; “Immorality is stealing a
ham, and heresy is believing that the ham,
and not the man, will be fried.

3 25 ft 4 25
69,a. 61
9 @ 10

Rosin.

....

Borax.

cum

A Jersey City husband who remained out
until midnight and forgot the story he had
cooked np to tell his wife, fainted away in the
hall as she met him.—Detroit Free Press.

rar, & bbl.. 4 26£ 4 60
Pitch(C.Tar)
@ 3 60
WiL Pitch.. 3 75@ 4 00

carb. 2:
Ashes, pot.... 6%
Beeswax.
Bleaching

KEW house with all the modern lmpreTOA. ments, In one of the most desirable loeatlons
on Congress St.
Inquire of
A

that

have a number of cases of rheumatism that
have been cured when other remedies have
failed. We consider it the best medicine sold.

Amer’n

Bale

FOR SALE.

Shipping. .20

24

....25 00@28 00 Pine .26 00@60 00
Shingles,
€• per.
..

A

However watched by loving care,
Home has distempers lurking there,
And human power can not defend
From ills that constantly impend;
But Sanford’s Ginger bids pain cease,
And home restores to health and peao

00@26 00
Pine.
261 Spruce.32 00,a, 15 00
Hard Pine.
23®
Hemlock...
10
30
00
50@12 00
Hoops, 14ft 25 00@
Short do 8ftlO oo@l2 00 Clapboards,
28
ex.
8
OOa
7ft
Spruce,
00@30 00
do N». 1.16 00@3 8 00
Pop’rStavesl2 00@14 00
.24
Clear..
00
00@28 00
@12
Spruce r’gh
2d Clear 23 00@26 00
R. O. Hhd.
Oop. Bolts
M. Y. She. ,h-

Price
DESIRABLE property in Yarmouth.
S3.600.
Inquire of E. D. FREEMAN,
nov9d2w
Att'y at Law, Yarmouth.

to the konclusion
the best epitaff ouay man ken have, for all
practical purposes, is a good bank ackonnt.
—Josh Billings.

Light.22 @24
Mid Weight 26
@28
Cooperage.
Heavy .26 @29
Hhd. Shooks and Heads
Mol.City.. 2 10@ 2 20 Slaughter. ..37 @4i
Ghl.Dam’g’d23 @25
Sug. City.. 160@ 160 Am.
Call....
90@1 10
Sug Sawed shk 80 n 100
Lumber.
Fine Sugar
South.
6
£
4..
Pine,30 00@40 00
Borshooks
Clear Pine
Heading.
1
Nos.
& 2.65 00@65 00
I
Sprues
22®
241 No. 3.40 00 ft'45 00
35in.

Staves

finally

I have

Rio.12>*@16

22|

FOR SALE.

RAILROAD^ NewYork & Philajelphia New Line

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for HU. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on K£. A- N. A. Railway,
12.40, and 111.16 p m.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook
fount?,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on It. A
Piscataquis It. R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over niglit); for
Bungor, Buck-port, Dexter, Relfast and
Skowhegnn, 12.30 p.m., 12.40 p. m.t til. 16p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m„ 12.40
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Oardiner, Richmond.and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p,
m., 5.15 p. m.. til.15p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 5.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.30 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,

WINTER
COMFORTS.

No.

St.

strength.

New York,

23®2;

connected.
Inquire of JOSEPH F.
7 Commercial Wharf, or No. 12
novll)d2w*

stable

Monument

A Pure and Effecti ve Hair Dressing.
Cocoaine, a compound of Cocoauut Oil,
beamiries the hair and is sure to alloy all itchiug and irritation of the scalp.
The superiority of Burnett's Flavoring
Extracts consist* in their perfect purity and

Leather.

Coffee.

Jara.

A

FOWLER,

Transcipt.

ton

MAINE CENTRAL

FOR SALE OR TO LET
at linightville.
STORY AND A HALF HOI SE, Wood, with

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

ESTATE.

REAL

Wit and Wisdom.

THE PRESS.

✓fewllil^K._P

or

THOMAS

to

HURLEY & CO
18 Wall st., New lork.
Where maps, reports, and full information can be
01 tained.
nov 17Th & Sat
J.

[^isEm

Andrews,

Pembroke, Hoolton, Woodstock’
Menan, Digby,
Annapolie, Yarmouth
W ;am!
indeor, Halifax, Moncton, Newoaatle, Amher.t'
Bton,
Sbediac,
Bathurst, Dalheueie
Char-’
lo tetown, Fort Fairfleld, Grand Fall*
and other
sti itione on tbe New Brunewiok and Canada
inter
oo ionial
Wlndkor, and Annapolie, Western’ Corn.ti< • and Prince
Edward inland Ran Roail.
on i Stage Routes.
{
receive-! up to 4 p.m. and
-Freight
any in-

foi mation regarding tbe tuue max be
had at the
*>ft
_ce of the Freight Ageut, Railroad Wb„f.
] or Circulate, with Excursion
Routes,
Tickets
Sti ite Rooms
and farther information apply at
Co
T.
St..
8E Y, President, and Manager.
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SOULES

LINIMENT

Will perfectly cure the worst forms of

M

SCIATICA

all else has failed.
Use only V JKdE hotSciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
*1 l_Jj>r
50; stn»ll bottles (tor sprains. Lame Back. &c)
7i> cents. Sold by all
druggists. ¥. W. RYD£||
A WON,
Proprietor*, BurIod, mu»s.
« °y»
—

er

_dim
J. H. BATES,
PettenglU & Qo.

Late of 8. M.

Newspaper

Advertlstn

Agent,

MW vork cm.
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